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The orthodont ic L iterature has frequent ly addressed

the relationship of tooth novement to applied forces and

monents. However, there stilI renains a great

variability in the magnitudes of applied forces considered

desirable for specific tooth movenents. One of the most

significant reasons for the variability Ín "desired"

forces is that most of this infornation has been gained

from two-dinensional studies attenpting to quantify a

three-dimensional force systen.

^ABSTRÂCT

The present investigation was

technique for three-dimensional

movenentr âs a result of known app

measured in three dinensions.

For this study, the mechanically deterrninate system

of molar uprighting was chosen because it is a relatively

large tooth movement.

tooth nobility and neasure¡nent procedures çsould be snaII

relative to the tooth movement.

using cuspid retraction is currently being undertaken

(Duff, I987).

A nachine capable of measuring il yflfg forces and

moments in three dinensions sinultaneously (Paquien, f978)

ained at developing a

measurenent of tooth

Iied force systems also

Thus, neasurenent errors due to

A sinil-ar investigation
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evas nodified so that appliances could be measured i¡ yil¡g

under geoüetric conditions sinilar to those found in the

crinical situation. 1o transfer the clinical situation to

the Iaboratory, a technique vJas developed using study

casts .op and duplicate loops.

Results obtained from this investigation suggested:

( I ) The technique developed in this investigation
per¡nitted satisfactory measurenent of tooth movenent

and of the applied force systems.

(2) In aI I cases,

(3 ) The nol-ars of one nale and two f emale patients of

various ages having different nagnitudes of applied

uprighting monents rdere used in this investigation.

The rate of uprighting was found to be sinilar in a1l_

cases regardless of âsêr sex or magnitude of measured

uprighting was achieved.

the primary object ive of nolar

upright ing ¡noment.

due to the fact that the high stress/unit area

generated in molar uprighting r,ras such that even the

lowest applied moment exceeded the optinun noment for

uprighting. Âny increase in applied nornents above

this value night not produce any differences in the

rate of tooth movement (Quinn and Yoshikawa, fgBS).

This lack of variation might be

However, effects of age and/or sex cannot be

ara



(4)

discounted

Spur i ous

directions

smal I and

upr i ght ing

by these results.

tooth movements

other than the

nay have been

loop used.

( tooth

upr i ght ing

relatd to

novenents in

novenent ) were

the type of

t_v
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INTRODUCTION



The response of the tooth¡ pêriodontal liganent and

alveolar bone to force systems applied to the tooth during
orthodontic nechanotherapy is still uncertain. Therefore,

the "ideal" force Ievels required to produce the greatest

anount of desired tooth movement in the shortest tine, with
the least anount of biorogical danage, undesired tooth
movenent and pat ient, disconfort , also rernain unknown.

This serious gap in our knowledge, to a great extent,
refrects the extreme difficurty in providing accurate
quantitative infornation concerning both the force systems

and the resulting tooth movenents.

IHTAODUCTTON

A review of the orthodontic literature reveals

conflicting conclusions regarding the magnitudes of forces

required to produce certain tooth novements. These reported

force ranges vary greatly, from 25 grams/mm" up to I,5t5
grams.

one najor reason for the large rangle of stipurated

f orces f or various tooth inovernents is that, in many

experiments, two-dinensional data are gathered and analyzed

in an attenpt to describe a three-dimensionar phenonena. A

second reason for the variability of prescribed forces for
tooth novement results fron the nechanical conplexity of the



erch ç*ire-bracket-tooth øyetew, This mechanlcal cosPlexity

includes factore such as friction due to Iigetion'

reøotenesg of the centre of resistance fros the point of

force appl icat ion, intra-arch constraints and the

difficulty in calibration of applied forces and nonente

generated by apPliance activation'

could contribute to lack of Precieion in our force-tooth

x¡ovement knowledge is biological variability. In sumgary

then, very Iittle ie known about tooth BoveEent in

response. to an accurately detersnined three-dinensional

force sYsten.

In order to begin to determine the best force and

nonentforagiventoothmoveDent,nanelytipping,polar

uPrightingwaschosen.Molaruprightingisafrequently

encountered cI inical probleu requiring relat ively large

tooth soveøents which would reduce the ipPact of irreducible

neaguregent errors. AIso, molar uPright ing can be

acconpl ished by a mechanical Iy determinate " tr'so-tooth"

eyo tea.

A third factor that

uprighting required the develoPøent of eeveral techniques:

I. A technique for longitudinaL three-diø¡ensional, iÐ

yilfg analysis of il y¡yg tooth soveøent' Measuring

tooth poveæent accurately intraorally ig very difficult

Three-ditsena i onal øechanical anelYsia of øolar



because of lack of space and the difficulty in

Iocating, checking and measuring stable Iandnarks.

However, accurate study casts night enable visual as

well as nathenatical calculations to be nade.

II. A technique for measuring forces and moments in three-

dinensions simultaneously. A machine capable of doing

this has been developed by Paquien (I978). Additional

nodifications to the nachine were needed to enable il
yilfg neasurenent of forces and mo¡nents as applied in

actual clinical settings.

nodification was that of providing a gantry capable of

three Iinear and three rotational movenents so that

duplication of the in vivo bracket-to-bracket

A sinilar, contenporary study to deternine the

effects of known applied forces systems and their resulting

tooth novements using cuspid retraction as the chosen tooth

novenent will be reported elsewhere (Duff, 1987).

could be nade on the nachine.

The nost irnportant

positions
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For tooth novenent to be predictable, the crinician
must deliver predictable force systens with optinuur

stresses on the periodontal liganent (rsaacson and

Burstone, 1976). rn order to deternine ¡¿hat force systen

will produce optimum stress and predictabre tooth
novement, a conbination of the principles of engineering,
biology and orthodontic clinical techniques is necessary.

The purpose of this literature review wiII be to

discuss the relevant historical deveJ.opnents as they

rerate to the quantification of tooth novenent in response

to known force systems. Factors such as biological and

mechanical variabres will be discussed also and the Iast
section wirl be devoted specificalty to molar uprighting,

the tooth novement of interest in this study.

NEVIEW OF IITER.ATI'RE

2.1 UE4EUEEUETT 9g EABqE ETglEUg

As earJ.y as 1917, Fish conmented on the need to

understand engineering principles as they apply to

orthodontics. since then, nany techniques and devices have

been developed to attenpt to quantify force systems and

resulting tooth movement so that the clinical and

histologicar responses courd be better understood.



(Burstone,1969)

Lack (rgB0) discussed the nany different devices that
had been used to quantify force systens. These devices

were nainì-y two-dimensional ways of measuring a three-
diuensionar force system. A brief review of the three-
dinensional neasuring systems is given below.

TeasLey ( 1963) was the first to neasure orthodontic
forces in three di¡nensions sinultaneousry. An instrument,
utilizing six strain gauges, resolved the force system

into six components.

determined to be within Z percent.

instrunent indicated the "potential of the appliance
tested and not necessarily the forces exerted on a tooth
by the appÌiance. "

Buck 9! eI (1964) also used this nachine to measure

the force systens from â coil spring. Howeverr ño further
reports in the l-iterature using this nachine have been

found,

The accuracy of the instrument was

Burstone 9! gl ( IgZB )

transducers, consisting of two

strain gauges were appl ied, to

planes of space. This technique

be analyzed in three-dinensions.

further reports in the Iiterature

However, this

described a system of

semi-rigid bars to which

record bending in al I

allowed a force systern to

However, there were no

of data produced by this



measurement device.

solonche 9! eI (1926) reported deveroping a device

which rapidly neasured uniplanar force systens from

orthodontic appliances. They said that it could determine

forces and moments from appliances which were staticarly
indeterminate. Forces and nonents were converted to
linear and angurar displacenents respectively and then

transduced to electrical signars. The accuracy of the

transducers was reported to be better than r%. various
springs were tested and the neasured values were reported
to be within 2% of the calculated varue. However, no

actual values. were reported in this paper and there were

no other papers with data fron this device reported in the

literature.

Paquien (1978) developed an instrument which, with
subsequent nodifications by McLachlan (lgTg) was capable

of

sinultaneously. This force systeu was neasured. at the

centre of resistance of a simulated tooth. six strain
gauge force transducers were used in conjunction with a

nini-conputer for the data acquisition and interpretation
of data collected by the instrunent.

measur i n g three forces and three

this nachine has been tested many tines by

independent investigators. sone of these investigations

moment s



have included anaryzing the forces produced by various
cuspid retraction devices (Lack, rgB0), by the so-calred

"Iight" wires (sulIivan, lgBz), by the effects of Iigation
(Levin, I9B5) and anchorage (Levine, IgBS).

2.2 vEôISEEUES! qE rgqIg ryglE$Egr

There are many nethods by which tooth movenent can be

recorded. These include intraoral and extraoral nethods.

ïntraoral nethods for recording tooth novenent used

calipers to make the measurements and, occasionalry, an

intraoral jig which has acted as the reference from which

the intraoraf measurements r^Jere nade.

Burstone and Groves ( 1960), used speciarry designed

calipers for intraorar use to measure retraction of
anterior teeth by sinple tipping. Andreasen and Johnson

(1967), in studying molar tooth moveu¡ent response to an

asynnetrical headgear, used a spring bow divider to
measure the distance fron the tingual groove on the first
permanent nolar to a point on a stone jig which fit over

the anterior teeth. This distance, between the ends of the

divider, was then transferred to a sheet of paper and

measured with a helios sliding caliper with r/zo
nillineter divisions. The standard error of neasurement

was reported to be 0.27 nillimeters. Boester and Johnson

I



(I974) nade direct intraoral measurements to record amount

of space closure in cuspid retraction cases. No standrard
error f or their neasurement technique r.¡as gi iven. Huf fnan

and I{ay (rgB3) neasured tooth movement and tipping in
cuspid retraction cases using diar caripers, a T-bevet and

an acrylic jig (which capped the incisor teeth and rested
on both the ringuar tissues and the occlusal tip of the
second premolar).

accuracy of 0. 05 ni I 1 imeters. Angular t ipping movements

were recorded to the nearest 0.5 degrees.

These intraorar methods for measuring tooth movement

did not record the tooth movement in aIr three dinensions.
General ly, a prinary r inear and, occas i onal ry, a

rotat ional movenent was recorded. These intraoral
techniques are armost inpossible to use if accurate
infornat ion regarding the three I inear and three

Linear readings were made to an

rotational tooth movements is desired.
difficulties in obtaining stable reference landnarks and

in repeatably identifying the same point for measurement

reduce the accuracy of the final neasurenents.

More recently, holographic technigues have been used

intraoralry to accurately measure tooth displacenent in
three-dimens i ons

Pryputniewicz and Burstone, lgZg; Burstone et

(Pryputniewicz

Also, the

10

el af, L97 B;

al, 1982).



The advantages

invas ive and tha

tooth movement

three-dinens ions.

only for measuring initial tooth displacements over very

short tine intervals ( i. e. 1-120 seconds) .

of

t

to

Extraoral techniques involve replication of the

intraoral tooth positions in two or three dinensions.

Direct two-dirnensional replications have been made using

an intraoral photographic technique. Andreason e! gl

( I9B4) used an Unitek Orthoscan II canera with Polaroid

type 105 pos it ive-negat ive fi 1n to measure three-

this technique were that it was non-

it ç{as reported to be able to measure

an accuracy

However, thi

of

s

dinensional movenent as a result of using Nitinol

0.05 microneters in

technique is val-uabIe

archwires as initial aJ-ignnent arches.

accuracy with which three-dimensional tooth movenents can

be measured from a two-dinensional photograph is

questionable.

Three-dimensional replications of intraoral tooth
position have been made using an inpression technique.

The resulting study casts could then be neasured directly

using various devices or could be photographed and then

measured. However, reducing three-dinensional study casts

to two-dinensional photographs (Biggerstaff,

BeGole g! af, l98l ) ,

However, the

makes accurate three-dimensional

11

1970;



infornation regarding tooth novenent difficult to obtain.
Enlargeuent and distortion errors would be superinposed on

the inaccuracies inherent in us ing an inpression
t echn i que .

various devices have been deveroped to measure

directly fron study casts in three-ditrensions. rt is
inportant that three nutual 1y perpendicular axes be

developed so that tooth novement can be properly recorded.

Jones g! cl (1980) arso recognized that the sa¡ne point on

the subsequent study casts wourd have to be repeatably and

accurately located using anatonical detait or acrylic
templates if conclusions regarding tooth movenent were to
be made.

sinons (1924) ' one of the first to develop a three-
dimensional measurement technique, ütilized the

synmetrograph to measure tooth movement from study casts

in three-dinensions.

savara and sanin (19G9) used a nodified comparator

and decinal converter connected to an rBM key punch to
record landnarks independently. This technique allowed

neasurenents to be made fron photographs, xerox prints or

study casts. A range of accuracy of 0.01 to 0.47

nillimeters was found depending on the tooth neasured.

Van Der Linden qt gl (I972) described a three-

L2



dimensional neasurement technique utilizing the optocon.

This device consisted of a nicroscope nounted over a two-

dinensionally novable table. A dental cast attached to a

base could be placed on the sLiding table in a fixed
position using precision píns and holes. Marked points on

the cast were aligned in the centre of two cross wires in
the nicroscope.

recorded.

placing the cast verticalry in a sl-ot. They reported that
387 points could be measured in about ZO ¡ninutes.

accuracy was said to be high but actual vaLues were not

given.

In 1976, Moyers g! gl used the Optocon to collect
data for their S!enderds s! Euscl Qcqlscal Ðeyelqpseq!.
They noted that proper location of cusp tips was difficult
because a monocular eyepiece makes depth percept ion

difficult. The points to be recorded eüere narked with a

special drawing pencil in order to nake identification

eas ier.

The third dinension was recorded after

In this ¡nanner, two dinens ions ?*ere

Butcher and Stephens (1981), Takada e! eI (IgB3) and

Richnond (1987) investigated the "Reflex Metrograph (H.F.

Ross, Salisbury, Wiltshire, England) as a new means of
neasuring dentar casts in three dinensions, The cast to

be measured þras placed in front of a sernireflecting

The

13



mirror. Measurement of a narked point on the dental cast

was nade by aligning a noveable light source, 0.3

millineters in diameter, with the narked point.

Iight source rdas carried on a three-dinensional

system which allowed it to be digitized.

Stephens ( 198I ) found neasurenent errors to be

approximat e I y

direction, 0.299 nirrirneters in the vertical direction

with the greatest variation in the bucco-linguat direction
of 0. 353 ni I I imeters. However, Takada 9! e-l ( IgB3 )

reported that even operators with no previous experience

could determine points to an accuracy of +/- 0.1

nilLineters. They also said that the neasurenent could be

nade either with the naked eye or with the aid of
binocular ¡nagnifiers (Gullstrand Loupe, Jena rnstruments,

Ltd. ' surrey, British corurnbia). No nention was made of

0. 128 nillimeters in the mesio-distal

any tnprove¡nent in

magnifiers. Richnond (1987) found that 1t0 points couLd be

recorded in less than 20 ninutes when an experienced

operator did the neasurements.

Furukawa ( l9B4) investigated the reproducibility and

identification of tooth marks fron alginate inpressions of
maxirlary and nandibular arches poured in dental stone. A

vEcrRoN MoDEt vsc-14 (Kosaka Manufacturing company) was

Butcher and

The

slide

accuracy us ing the b inocular

L4



used to record the coordinate varues of the x, vr and z
coordinates up to five digits. Repetitive precision of
the original point at each axis was found to be +/- 0.1

millimeters. Accuracy of arbitrary points rdas found to be

+/- 0.2 nillimeters and that of length measure¡nents, +/-
0.4 nillineters.

Extraoral methods involving direct neasurements from

study casts seerned to have sinirar accuracy. Thusr no one

technique appeared superior to any other. Differences in
the technique appeared to be nore rerated to the ease

with which they could be used and the tine taken to
measure a certain nunber of Ìandnarks.

reason for the sinilarities in the techniques was related
to the inherent inaccuracies of iupression techniques as

well as difficulties in repeatably and accurately rocating
a point on the study casts.

2.3 E4qrqBÊ 4[EEqIINq ragIg uqyEuEu

Factors affecting tooth movement incrude both

biological variability and mechanical variability. These

will be discussed further below.

2.3"I ÞIglqgIga:L

The exact nature

Perhaps the

Yê8I4EI!ITT

of the biologic response

I5

to appl ied



force systems renains unknown at the cellurar revet (Rygh,

1973). rt is inportant to establish a correlation between

stress patterns and biologic response (schwartz, Ig32;

Oppenhein, 1944; Reitan, IgSI; Utley, lg6B; Fygh, Ig73;

storey' r973 ) so that the best force systen for a

particular type of tooth movement nay be used,

Biological variability, though used frequently, has

not been exactly defined. rt seems to be appried to
situations where a ¡nore exact explanation of hunan

response to orthodontic nechanotherapy is lacking.

one najor bioLogical variable is the size and shape

of the tooth/teeth and surrounding alveolar bone.

Burstone g! _al ( 1961) reported that variations in root
length, diameter and contour nay be inportant factors when

assessing tooth response to applied forces systems. Hixon

and Klein (1972) said the size of tooth roots couLd vary

by as much as a factor of two when }ike teeth were

compared between individuals. This variation would affect
the location of the centre of resistance of the tooth
which in turn would affect the tooth's response to an

applied force systen (Burstone g! Bl, I96l). Thus, Stoner

(1960) suggested that not aII teeth nay require identical
forces to move then.

variations in the density of the surrounding bone nay
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also be a factor in tooth response to force systens

(Gianelly and GoId¡nan, tgTl; Reitan, lgBS). profitt

( r986) said that cortical bone is more resistant to
resorption. Thus, tooth novenent is slowed when a root
contacts it.

Another biological variable is the cellur.ar response

which occurs as a result of the applied force system. An

intact vascuLar systen and a potential source of celrs

which can be activated are necessary for tooth movenent to

occur (Moyers and Bauer, 1950; Burstone g! al, lg6I;

Schwartz, I967; Gianel 1y and Goldnan , LgTI; Hixon and

Klein , I972; Reitan, 1985 ) .

Reitan (1957, I960) found differences in tissue

response within subjects of sinilar age groups and between

subjects of different age groups. He suggested that this

may be because adults have alveolar bone that is nore

dense than bone in younger patients. Lack of üarrow

spaces, seen more often in adults, indicated fewer bone-

forning/resorbing elements in their periodontal liganents.

Storey (1973) also supported Reitan by considering age as

well as sex, hormones and diet to be factors affecting

rates of tooth novernent.

Carey, in 1944, flây have recognized that tooth

movenent Í,ras time-dependent when he comnented that bone
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t issue which had been disturbed al lowed nore tooth
movenent. Data by Reitan (rg5z) and Burstone (r962a)

showed that the rate of tooth novenent was not constant.
Gianel 1v and Goldnan ( 19zr ) and Burstone ( r962a)

demonstrated that tooth move¡nent occurred in three stages.
The first stage occurred innediatery after force
application and lasted while the tooth noved rapidly over

a short distance. This uovement may have represented the
displacenent of the tooth in the periodontal rnenbrane

space as well as bending of the alveolar bone.

Experimental evidence suggested that I ight and heavy

forces displaced the tooth approxirnatery the saile arnount

in this initial phase. The second phase was a delay
period during which litt1e or no tooth movement occurred.
Possibly' alveorar bone resorption took place during this
phase. The third stage occurred when the tooth moved

quickly into the smal I space vacated by alveolar bone

resorption. This process was then repeated.

2 .3 .2 UEçSANIqÅ! gôBIAEI=LI3I

There are many factors in the design and construction
of orthodontic appliances that could influence the
direction and magnitude of the appried force systens.
Many of these factors are rderr-known and are widely
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reported in the riterature. However, tooth ¡rovement in
response to seemingly sinilar appliances is still variabre
(Irish, 1927; Orban, 1936; Oppenheim, 1936).

one of the most obvious nechanicat variables is due

to inconsistencies in the nanufacturing process of the

appliances used. Burstone 9! ql (r96r) found significant
variation in different batches of supposedl

dianeter archwires.

found that wires assumed to be rectangular often had

bevelled edges. This led to large amounts of play, or
deviation angles, of the arch wire in the brackets when

measured angularly (Creekuore, lgZg; Hixson g! aI, l9B2;

Thurow, rgBz). This deviation angle could range from 0.2

to 12.9 degrees (Sebanc 9! gl (I984).

Raphael e! 91 (198I) and Lang 9! eI (I9BZ) comnented

on the variabirity of molar tube sizes. They compared the

theoretical degree of rotation of various arch wire/tube
combinations to an actuaL neasured amount and found that
the neasured amounts of rotations were arways higher.
Lang 9t gI (1982) said that this was because the wires
used vì¡ere arways srightry snaller than their stated
dinensions and that the internal lumen dinensions of the

buccal tubes were larger than their stated dinensions.

Thus' nanufacturing inconsistencies were found to be a

In addit ion, Hixson

v

et

identical

ql ( leBz )
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factor in loss of

delivery (DeItinger,

9! 91, fg84).

A second nechanicar variable is the type of appliance

chosen for force delivery. conparisons of rates of tooth
movement from frictionless versus friction-involving

appliances could lead to erroneous conclusions.

Factors influencing friction include fit of the

archwire in the bracket slot (arso related to archwire

size and bracket width), ligature tension, interbracket

distance and surface irregularities (Stoner, Ig60;

Paulson 9! a1, L970; Kaniyami and Sasaki, IgTZ; Newman,

L97Z; ,{ndrews, 1975; Ri1ey, 1979; Frank and Nikolai, I9B0;

Andreason and Zwanziger, I980; Sullivan, lgBZ; Thurow,

1982; Garner e! al, 1986) .

There has been controversy as to the significance of
friction intraorally due to tooth jiggling, lubrication

from saliva and masticatory as r+ell as other oral forces
(Hixon 9! 3-1, 1969 and f 970). Stannard et _al ( I986)

reported that for a Liquid to reduce friction it must be a

lubricant. They found that the type of wire naterial

deternined whether saliva reduced or increased friction.

stainress steeL's coefficient of friction in artificial

saliva rdas found to increase. Andreason and euevedo

force control in appliance force

1978; Lang e! 9f, 1982; and Sebanc
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(1970) found no difference when a variety of frictionar
producing situations were conpared under wet and dry

conditions. Jarabek and FizzerL (L972) said that the

reason friction occurred was because the archwire and

bracket usually contacted at one or lnore sna1I areas. Any

lubricant present would be easiry squeezed out from the

contact area with no reduction in friction.

Obviously, there has been a lack of agreement on the

role of friction in force delivery. In molar uprighting,

when distar croh¡n movenent is desired using a continuous

archwire, the distar crown novenent on this archwire may

introduce frictional effects,

important variable in this case.

operator technique.

A third nechanical variabLe is due to variations in

( I970) , White et el ( 1979) , Deltinger ( f97B) and Sebanc et

gl (1984) recognized variability in bracket placement,

partly due to the variation in tooth profile and sizer Eìs

being a factor in lack of control of applied force

systems. An additional factor was variability in appliance

fornat ion due to operator incons istency (Mahler and

Goodwin, 1967; Steyn , L977 ; White et aI, 1979 ) . Certain

types of springs and loops are inherently nore difficult

Hixon e! g-I, 1969; Hixon et aI

which nay become an

to form and thus, to duplicate,

2L
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wide variety of foree systens being expressed

large range of clinical results may occur.

.a fourth mechanical variabre was the actuar
üagnitude and site of the appried force (Hixon and Klein,
L972) as well as the desired direction of tooth novenent

and the nunber of teeth incorporated into the appliance
(Stoner, 1960; Gianelly and Goldnan, 1g7f). Hixon and

Klein (L972) reported that the degree of tipping of the

tooth and subsequent bone bending influenced the rate of
tooth movenent.

span was one of the nost inportant deterninants of the

force Ievels inherent in an apptiance. section 2.4

discusses the wide range of force revels and types

considered desirable for particular tooth nove¡nents.

2.4 ABTIEUry EAEqE

Optinum force has

produces:

Hocevar (I98l) said that interbracket

Thus,

1. a rapid rate of desired tooth movenent;

2. a naximum biologic response (direct bone

resorption needing no tine for repair);

3. nininun danage to the oral tissues; and

4. nininum patient disconfort.

(Snith and Storey, L952; Storey and Snith, L9SZ; Burstone,

been defined as that force which
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r962a, r966; Híxon e! a1, 1969; Jarabek and Fizzel!, rgTz;

Gianelly and Gordnan, 1971; rsaacson and Burstone, lgz6)

Burstone (tgB5) redefined optinun force as the force
that accurately controls the centre of resistance of a

tooth during tooth novement, produces opt inal stress
levels in the periodontal I iganent and naintains a

reratively constant stress revel as the tooth moves fron
one position to the next. Additionar factors that must be

included when considering an optinun force for tooth
movement are the presence of interfering forces of
occlusion or other nuscle forces (Stuteville, lg3B). "A

very strong case can be bui 1t for understanding and

knowing the nagnitude of force derivered for different
types of tooth novement. since force nagnitude is one of
the variables that the orthodontist can control during
treatment, it is one that he should take full advantage of
in his clinical procedures. " (Burstone, Ig6Za)

There has been great controversy in the literature
as to what force types and levels are actualry the best

for specific tooth movements. Tabre r reviews the

experinents and results for nany of the important studies
that have attenpted to rerate force magnitudes and/or

force types to tooth movenents. Most of the studies
involved cuspid retraction as the desired tooth movement.
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rt was generally felt that cuspid retraction çvould be the

tooth movement nost likely to evenly distribute the forces

in the periodontal Iiganent.

Perhaps some of the difficutt ies in deternining

optinal force levels have been due to the biological and

mechanical variables discussed previously. Also, the

fact that the rate of tooth movenent changed as the

appried force changed during deactivation of appriances

(Storey and Snith, 1952) could be another contributing

factor to difficulties in deternining optinun forces.

2.5 ç_LIBI9A! IE9BNIAUEEi Hq!48 UPNIGHTING

In this investigation of tooth novenent in response

to known applied force systems, molar uprighting was

chosen. Thus, it was necessary that an appliance be used

which wouLd allow accurate deterninations of the applied

force systen to be nade. A segnental technique, developed

by Burstone in L966 when he expanded the differentiat

force concept (Begg, 1956), was used to overcome the

problen of the inherent statically indeterminate nature of

the continuous arch wire (Sved, 1952; Burstone, Ig62a;

Burstone g! al, 1973; Koenig and Burstone, LgT4a; Isaacson

and Burstone, Lg76; Sullivan, 19BZ). The principles of

the segnental technique involved using "two-tooth"

27



segnents which allowed calculation of the applied forces

as the system was now deterninate (Burstone e! aI, 1973).

If the anchorage segnerìt could be rigidly held together,

it could be considered as one tooth and the nolar

requiring uprighting as the other tooth.

Use of the segmental technique also allowed multiple

cross-sections of wire to be used (Burstone, ì.962a, fgBZ).

Thus, areas requiring increased fIexibiJ.ity, such as in

the active appliance, could be nade in wire of smaller

cross-sectional dinensions. Areas requiring increased

rigidity, such as those used in the anchorage segnent,

wouLd have st iffer wires ( Steiner, I953 ) to provide

greater contro].

In attenpting to neasure tooth movement, the problem

of establishing a stable reference system had to be

considered as such a reference system does not exist in

2.5.L 4NqUABÅqE qB :8E4qTIYE: TEETE

the oral cavity. A rigid anchorage unit night provide a

reasonably stable segnent fron which tooth movement could

be neasured.

of anchorage are presented.

Thurow (1982) defined anchorage as "the supporting

base for orthodontic forces that are applied to stinulate

Some of the definitions and considerations
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tooth rnovenent; the area of apprication of reciprocaÌ
forces that are generated when corrective forces are
applied to teeth. " All other things being equal, he felt
resístance to novement was directr.y proportionar to root
area and could be enhanced by the nanner of interlocking
of the cusps (occrusion), the bone in which the teeth are
situated, nuscuLar pressure and growth direction of the
teeth.

Graber ( 19ZZ )

intraoral 1y, there was

anchorage depended on

could nanipulate the

appl iance to produce

areas.

Burstone (1962) enhanced the anchorage unit by using
stabilizing wires of heavier di.urension possibly with
palatal and lingual arches (Koenig and Burstone, lgr4).
Tulloch (rgB2) said that a linguar arch is mandatory when

uprighting tipped molars in the nandibular arch to help

and Thurow ( fgBZ ) said that,
no true anchor unit. Therefore,

the skill with which the clinician
force systens and orthodont i c

tooth novement only in the desired

provide resistance for the uprighting novement.

addition, "afr teeth as far forward as the canine in the
treatment quadrant should be banded and shourd carry an

edgewise bracket of suitable width. "

Roberts e! gl (t982) said,

29
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a Iingual arch for increased anchorage, the mandibular

incisors courd be bonded to the linguaL arch thus further

increasing the stability of the anchor segnent. This

technique is particularly recommended in cases where the

teeth are periodontally compromised.

These concepts were appl-ied in this investigation in

the preparation of the anchorage segnent.

The

systern to

appliance.

nenber in

1.

Act ivat i on

(Marcot te,

( Thurow,

defLect ion

2 " 5 .2 ÂqIIyE åE8IIANçE

part of the appliance that delivers the force
produce a desired tooth novernent is the active

Burstone (1975) has said that the "active"
the segmental technique should possess:

Low Load Deflection Rate: Ior Low Force/Unít
(Burstone, 1961 and 1975) or Low Spring Rate

f973) or Low Spring Constant or Low Stiffness

I9B2)l Burstone (f975) described a

rate as desirable because:

(a) it naíntained a greater nore

in the periodontal Iigament; and

(b) it offered greater control in force magnitude

( i . e, a smal I change in deflect ion does not

significantLy alter the force delivered).

High Maxinum Elastic Load: this represents the,

low load

stress level

30



highest load that can be praced on a spring or wire
without pernanent defornation. A high maximun elastic
Load was important to prevent permanent defornation or
breakage during act ivat ion of the appr iance or from

spurious forces generated during mastication.

3. Longi t{orking Range: This was a neasure of the

extent to which a spring or wire could be deflected
without exceeding the naxinun elastic load. According to
Burstone ( 1975) , Jarabek and FizzeLr (LgBz) and Thurow

(1982), a long range of activation was desirabre because

the amount of tooth movenent between adjustnents was

naximized. This is supported by paulich (1934), Jacobson

( t966), Newman ( I963), Jarabek and FizzeLL (Ig7Z) , and

Thurow (1982).

Design of the active menber would arso be influenced
by the linitations of the oral cavity such as whether it
was irritating to the soft tissue, unhygienic,

unconfortable and/or overly compl-icated to fabricate and

use (Burstone, 1962b).

In addition, other factors

deternining the force systen

novement include !h" magnitude of

the force, point of application

over which the force acts and

that nust be defined when

for a part icular tooth

the force, direction of

of the force, distance

unifornity of the force
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within this distance (Burstone e! al, I96l).
There are nany appliances reported in the literature

for uprighting tipped molars (Norton and proffit, tg6B;

Khuow and Norton, I972; Burns, 1gT3; Tuncay g! al, lgB0;

Roberts e! g-1, 1982; Tul loch , I9BZ; Sinon, lg84) . These

include a plain archwire with compressed coil springs,
helical uprighting spring, T-loop appliance, box spring

appliance and Burstone uprighting spring. However, no

three-dinensional analysis of the force systen produced

for an uprighting situation using these loops was

presented. rf and when the descriptions of force systems

r^Jere gíven, they were calculated fron theoretical exarnples

of force and nonent delivery. Thusr no actual neasured

data could be used to deterrnine which appriance was the

"best" for uprighting molars. when uprighting morars, the

design of the appliance used should be varied according to
the intended tooth novement (Tulloch, lgBZ). However,

until one knows which appliance wirl deliver the

appropriate force systen to produce the intended tooth

novenent, correct appliance selection cannot be made.

2.6 qgNçlggIg$S

Many factors have to be controrred before concrusions

can be made as to whether or not tooth movenent in
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response to known force systens is as variable as

reported in the literature.

only biological paraneters would affect rate of tooth

novement in different patients. More 1ike1y, mechanical

variables affecting the applied force systen were

contributory as we11, naking the force system applied to

the teeth unknown (Reitan, t957 and lgBS; Gianelly and

Goldnan, I971). The question of optimum forces for

desired tooth novernents is a long way fron being answered.

thus, to analyze and know applied force systems and

resulting tooth movement, it becomes necessary to have the

proper equipnent so that neaningful data can be obtained.

To this end, the nachine deveì-oped by Paquien (1978) was

used in this investigation.

the literature review on methods of tooth movement

n_e-asurenent revealed that, unlike the force and moment

neasurement techniques, several nethods of neasuring tooth

novement within approxinately the same error range

existed. Selection of the most appropriate method, or

development of a new method, would involve factors such

as tine needed to record change in tooth position on the

casts, ease of locating landnarks and accuracy with which

this could be accomplished.

Thus, it was unlikely that

This investigation brings together information from
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known applied force eyøteaø øeasured in three diøensione

sinultaneously with infornation regarding tooth movenent,

also neasured in three diuensions. In this nanner, the

question of optinun force for a specific tooth novenent

nay begin to be answered. The results of this study eay

also provide a challenge to current orthodontic treatnent

techniques which often involve increasing archwire

dinensions using preforned arch forss to attain finaL

tooth positions which can never be predicted. Maybe

successful orthodontic treatnent will come to be judged by

how accuratery a predeternined final tooth position can be

attained by del ivering an accurately deternined force

systen. this would nove orthodontics fron an enpirical

science into a Dore quantitative science.
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3. 1 INTRODUCÎION

technique whereby -In y¡

This investigation

evaluated and related to appl ied forces and moments

measured simultaneously in three-dimensions. Ás discussed

MATBRIATS AND MBTSOI'S

in the literature review, several authors have described

tooth movement in response to force systems in two-

dinensions.

dimensions to three dinensions, some najor changes in

thinking and technique were in order.

virtual inpossibility of intra-oraI

was undertaken to develop a

vo tooth movenent could be

neasurements necessitated replication of the clinical

configurations in an 1! yllfq setting with enough accuracy

to allow three-dimensional analysis to be nade.

Therefore,

Molar uprighting was chosen as a means of examining

tooth movement in response to known applied forces and

moments because;

in order to nove fron two

(a) it generally involves a relatively large movement,

of the crown of a tooth naking measurenent errors

of +/-0.1 mm acceptable.

(b) there is Iittle pubLished data on the three-

dimensional analysis of forces and moments

resulting from nolar uprighting appliances.
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Although not

this invest igat

(c) it is a typical tooth movement in orthodontics
particularry now that orthodontic treatnent of
adults has become more comnon.

as the forces of occrusion on the norar to be

uprighted are relieved by sprints or occrusal
reduction, and as facial growth is not a

consideration in the adult, rnolar uprighting is a

good clinical situation in which to evaluate
results of moment and force applications (Roberts

g! al, 19BZ ) .

As nentioned previously, intraoral constraints and

the conplexi ty of three-dinens ional force and monent

anal-ysis precì.udes Å! yiyS neasurement. Theref ore, a

conbined l! yiyq-rl y¡lrq approach was needed in order to
be able to neasure the appì,ied forces and noments

del ivered by an appl iance to a tooth il yiyg.
Fortunately, a machine r,rhich pernitted three-dinensional
force and monent measurements ir yr!rg was availabre.
However' a nethod ?ras required for transferring the il
vivo force systen to this nachine. rn outrine, this
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transfer was achieved by conparing a replica

appliance and of the tooth-to-tooth bracket posit

several stages in the treatnent sequence. These

were readily analyzed in the in vitro nachine.

movenent could be measured in vitro.

As stated, a technique had to be used whereby tooth

nodel technique was adopted.

record of the movement achieved between appointnents was

available for referencer Fêplication of neasurements and

calculation of errors.

this technique, longitudinal data could be col Iected

It was hoped that, with subsequent refinements of

relativeì.y easily for different types of tooth novement.

In the future, ¡nore precise knowledge of tooth movenent in

response to known force systems would be possibte.

The rerainder of this chapter will discuss the ¡n

v_lvo techniques for data collection, the nethod of

transferring the in yiyq data, the systen for l! yflIq

analysis and the nethods used to analyze the tooth

novement data.

of the

ions at

rep L i cas

In this wây, a pernanent

An iupression/stone

3"2 IE lIYg EXEEEIUEST4! BBqTQqg!

3"2"1 EATIE&T gElEqIIgry

The Iong-term goal is to examine sufficient patiènt,s
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to provide data on tooth novepent which would have general

validity. However, in this work, the priøary objective
was that of developing techniques that would provide

reliable data on force systeus and the resulting tooth

movenents.

nolars needing uprighting would be sufficient to develop

and teet the neç¡ techniques.

In order to attenpt to control sone of the

which would nake comparisol¡ of the data between

more meaningful, the patients were chosen on the

the following criteria:

(l) the nolar to be uprighted was the only tooth

quadrant distal to the edentulous space.

For this reason it was felt that seven

(2)

(3)

the oolar to be uprighted had no large restorations;

the periodontal health was good. Periodontal health

was based on a radiographic examination showing good

alveolar bone Ievels surrounding the teeth. Clinical

exanination for plaque, calculus, gingival colour,

contour and pocket depth wsa cons istent ¡¿ith a

diagnosis of a healthy periodontius. The patient waer

given oral hygiene instruction once the orthodontic

appliances were in place;

variables

pat ients

basis of

(4) the patient. had to be aseessed aa reliable becauee

aissed appointmentg, poor oral hygiene and/or broken

39
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appliances would

data;

(5) the patient had to be able to tolerate a mandibular

splint (see section 3.2.2 for more details);

(6) the patient had to be able to tolerate the naking of

alginate impressions without noving or attenpting to

withdraw the impressions as these impressions were

used to nake the casts from which tooth novement was

reduce the value of

(7) the patient had to sign

Ethics Conmittee at the

allowed the infornation

to be used for research

to be measured;

the collected

Teeth in the anchor segnent, (teeth other than t.he

nolar(s) to be uprighted) formed the reference against

which the ¡nolar movement was rneasured. Hence, their

stability becane a najor consideration. In order to

nininize anchor segnent movement the following uechanics

ç{ere used:

3.2.2 APPI,IAHCE DESIGN

a consent forn approved by the

University of Manitoba which

gained f rorn inpressions, etc.

purpos es .

(f) The use of segmental nechanics to upright the tipped

nolars allowed a better anchorage unit to be achieved.

The active component of the segnental uprighting
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appliance was placed into the uolar bracket and,

depending on which tooth was available and on space

requirements, the reactive component of t.he segnental

uprighting appliance was attached to a first or second

bicuspid

(2) A fixed (soldered) lingual arch made of 0.9I4 mm

(0.036 inch) stainLess steel was used. It extended

from the reactive tooth (the bicuspid tooth which

received the reactive end of the molar uprighting

appliance) to either the reactive tooth on the

opposite side (for bilateral molar uprighting cases)

or to another suitable tooth on the contralateral

side.

abutnents.

(3) Patients had 0.457 X 0.635 mm (0.018 X 0.025 inch)

Orncor brackets bonded to at I anterior teeth and

Unitek2 bands cenented to bicuspids and molars except

for the reactive bicuspid and molar to be uprighted.

surfaces of all of the anterior teeth between the

The I ingual arch contacted the t ingual

Ormco: 1332 South Lone HiII
Glendara, Calif. 9L740

Unitek: 2724 South Peck Rd.
Monrovia, CaIif.9l016

Burstone bracket: Ormco (Cat
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The reactive bicuspid had a Burstone bracket3 soldered

onto a bLank Ornco bicuspid band. An I'Arr Companya

convertible bracket-tube, prewelded to an *Arr Conpany

first nolar band, was cenented on the active tooth
(which was always a second or third

nolar). The tube was converted into a

removing the welded conversion tabs. Thus, direct

access of the wire into the nolar bracket slot waa

obtained and helped to prevent distortion of the loop

when ligating it into the active and reactive teeth.

.Àlso, there would be less "play" in the bracket than

in a tube as ligation could be done so as to have the

wire held f irmì.y against the base of the bracket.

Initially, the tube on the bicuspid was used to

hold the reactive arm of the loop to be neasured.

However, this had to be abandoned early in the test

for it was found that this tube was actually 0.5b9 X

0.7Ll nillineter (0.022 L0.028 inch). Thus, the

vertical height of the tube in this bracket was 0.102

nm (0.004 inch) larger than the wire dinension of

mandibu I ar

bracket by

irA' Conpany: 2I55 ,
Mon t real

bouI. Pix IX
, Que. HIV 284
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0.457 nm (0.018 inch). Subsequently, the reactive arm

of the loop to be measured was placed into the slot of

the bicuspid bracket and ligated. This nodification

necessitated placing the nain arch wire of the anchor

segment into the tube of the bicuspid bracket-tube

attachnent.

0.635 m¡n (0.0I7 X 0.025 inch) stainless steel fron

Ornco) was bent to fit the nalocclusion. Alignrnent of

anchor teeth was not attempted at this stage as it was

felt that teeth that had not been moved would provide

better anchorage than teeth that had a previous bone

disturbance (Carey, Ig44). Once the passive arch wire

was Iigated, it was allowed to "settle" for four to

six weeks so that any slight activation in this wire

A large dinension ¡nain arch wire

could work out becorning passive.

(4) A mandibular acrylic splint, forned on a Biostar

Pressure Molding Machines, and constructed with 3 nm

thick acrylico was used to:

(a) prevent occlusal contact between the nolar(s)

(o.432 X

availabLe from Great Lakes Orthodontic Product.s Inc
1550 Hertel Ave.
BuffaIo, N. Y. 142I6

Biocryl (CIear): Great Lakes Orthodontic
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(b) provide additional stability to the anchor

segment, and

be uprighted and teeth in the opposing arch;

(c) provide a check on the stabitity of the anchor

unit. If the splint becane unstable, it could be

assuned that the anchor teeth had noved.

3.2.3 EgtsgE DEIIyEEÏ S!Ê3ES

Loops generally used in the Graduate Orthodontic

CIinic (U of M) for clinically uprighting rnesiaIly tipped

molars yrere tried. There was no attenpt to be exhaustive

in the selection of appliances that were tested or to

select appl iances that were thought to be better than

others. Thus, some of the criteria used in selection of

appl iance des ign erere:

(I) that the appliance should be symnetrical in shape so

that equal and opposite moments could be applied

during the activations;

(2) that the appliance should encounter no interference

from the surrounding gingival and vestibular tissue;

(3) that adequate space should exist between the nolar to

be uprighted and the last tooth in the anchorage

segnent.

Thus, the appl iances studied Þrere the Burstone
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Uprighting Spring (referred to as BUS) and the T_loop (see

Figure I ) .

The wire size used for the activated appriances in
this investigation was r-inited to 0.452 nn (0.0rg inch)
square stainless steel? wire. This square wire would fit
closelv into an 0.457 mm (0.01g inch) slot in the
verticar dinension. This combination of wire and bracket
systeD was considered satisfactory to provide the required
force delivery and control.

3. 2. 4 rry8EEÊgIg& lEggsregE

rnpressions were nade of the patient's tooth
relationships at each appointnent using "Fast Set

Árginats'ra following manufacturerrs directions. This
inpression naterial was the sane as that routinery used in
the university of Manitoba graduate orthodontic clinic.
Models were cast fron the inpressions in orthodontic
plasters , using standard manufacturer, s techniques. Ease

Wires kindly donated by Ormco.

Jeltrate Plus Type I - Fast Set (nanufactured
I,. D.
International Inc., Milford, Delaware I9963

orthodontic Plaster (nanufactured by Modern MateriaLsorthodontic Praster) from colunbus Dental, Div. ofMilts Lab rnc. 1000 chouteau Rd., st.Louis, Mo. 6g1BB
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r'-I,ooP

Flgune n: toops used

BT'RSTONE UPRTGBTI$G

in noIar. uprighting

SPRIWG (ET'S)
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of handling, familiarity r^¡ith the inpression naterials,

and general use in the orthodontic clinic (so that data

collection for certain procedures night becone a routine

part of the clinic program) were considered inportant

factors in this process.

The absolute stabitity of the naterials used was not

considered to be critically inportant as the measurements

r¡¡ere made from cast to cast rather than from patient to

cast. Thereforer âs Iong as the technique of manipuì.ation

was constant, dimensional changes would be approxinately

the same in each cast.

Five patients were selected for this nolar uprighting

study. Two patients had bilateral nolars to be uprighted

3.2.5 IE9ENIQUE EQB IN IM=MIIBA I8ANËEEB

so that a total of seven molars was investigated. Each

patient satisfied the criteria described in section 3.2.1.

Á,t each appointment, an alginate impression was nade

of the arch containing the nolar to be uprighted and a

plaster cast rdas poured fron this inpression. This cast

forned the record of tooth position from appointnent to

appointnent and allowed the analysis of the effect of the

applied forces and monents to be quantitated in terns of

tooth position.
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position of the uprighting nolar and the reactive tooth, a

passive wire tenplate was nade at each appointnent (see

Figure 2). rnitially, several different techniques were

exanined, each of which invoLved naking a passive fit of a

fuI I-dinens ion arch wire between the two appropriate

brackets. FinalIy, a nethod using two pieces of wire
joined by Jet Ortho AcryIicl o provided an accurate

replication of the ip vlyg relationship. Two short lengths

of wire with stops to prevent then fron stiding in the

brackets were ligated into the brackets, one on the active

In order to record the in vivo

tooth and one on the anchor (reactive) tooth. Both ends

of the wire between these two teeth were bent into a

circle and allowed to approxinate, but not contact, one

another. Jet Cold Cure Acrylic was then allowed to

encompass the ends of these wires so as not to disturb

their passive relationship but to fix this relationship.

Thus, when cured, the acrylic firnly hetd the two wires

and therefore, permitted removal of the constructed

passive wire tenplate and subsequent replication of the

bracket-to-bracket relationship iA yflfe.

b racket-t o-b racket

lo Lang Dental
Chicago, I1

Mfg. Co. Inc.
1. 60610, U. S. A.
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1. Þlolar wire segment with stop nesiaLbracket.

3.

Bicuspid wire segnent with stop nesiar to bicuspidbracket.

4

5

Jet cord cure Acryric enconpassing both circularends of the wires

"Act ive" tooth.

"Reactive" tooth.

Figure 2: Passive tenplate in vivo.

to noLar
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Two identical "active" loops were made to fit
passively into the existing intra-oraI configuration so

that activation bends could be placed into the wires.

Act ivat ions varied fron 30 to 45 degrees but were

generally 45 degrees to the passive state. Both ends were

always activated through the same angle but of opposite

signs. No atternpt was nade to place additional counter

bends to prevent spurious tooth novement in the uprighting

moLar.

The dupl icat ion of these two act ive Ioops was

verified in two dinensions using a geonetric tenplate

drawn on paper. The third dinension was duplicated by

holding the two active loops together and visually naking

appropriate adjustnents. One of these active Ioops was

then ligated into the patient to produce tooth novement

and the other active loop was placed in the !U yl!{g

duplicate nolar-bicuspid bracket relationship to determine

the initiaL force system applied to the tooth. The

underlying assunption was that the two loops would produce

nearly identical force systens when each was activated to

the sane degree. CIearly, this assumption had to be

tested. The nethod and results of this testing are given

in Appendix A. The results showed that the loops couLd be

duplicated to within a +/- 20r^ tolerance.
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At each appointnent, the above procedure was repeated

until the molar was upright, at which point, data

collection for this study was discontinued. The patient

then continued to receive the necessary orthodontic

treatnent to correct the remainder of his,/her

malocclusion.

3. 3 IN YITBq ETEEBIUEIIô! E89T9qA!

3. 3. 1 IqBgE ASU _MgUENI UôIô

The applied force system that each loop

the nolar to be uprighted was analyzed using

neasuring system (see Figure 3) that was capable of

neasuring the appl ied forces and monents in three

dinensions sinultaneously.

The machine, developed by Paquien (1978) in which the

dupl-icate loops were neasured, consisted of four najor

parts:

triangular block; and an electromagnetic vibrator.

transducers, consisting of two types, were used in the

measuring systen to simultaneously neasure the forces and

moments in all three dinensions (Lack, l9B0). The Type A

transducers on the internal ring measured hori zontaL

the frame;

forces and pivoting monents.

del ivered to

the in vitro

frame neasured vertical forces and tipping monents. The

an internaJ. suspended ring;

Type B transducers on the
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¡naxirun capacity of the transducers was I300 grams of

force and 23000 gran-millineters of moment with norrnal

full-scale being I000 gra¡ns and 20000 gran-nittineters.

The totaL error of the system was +/- 3% of full scale (or

+/- 30 grams and +/- 600 gram-nillineters).

The measuring systern was calibrated before

accumulation to ensure the accuracy of the final

moment results obtained from the in vivo-

t rans fer .

minicomputer (see Figure 4),

This nachine was linked to a Hewlett-Packard 98304

to control the activation system, collect and store the

data on nagnetic tape, âs well as to provide a check on

the instrunentation. The Hewlett-Packard niniconputer was

also interfaced with an X-Y Plotter,

system

D.A.S.

bar scanner which allowed the information from each

and the Data Acquisition System (0.,{. S. ) . The

transducer to be collected in rapid sequence.

consisted of a 300 channel Hewlett-Packard cross

purposes of easier nanipulation of the ra$, data, the

entire systen yùas afso linked to an I.B.M. miniconputer

(see Figure 4) where the raw data was stored on floppy

discs. The I.B.M. conputer had a fuI1 range of data

display and recording equipment which nade it advantageous

final data

force and

ln yrlrq

This niniconputer was used

tape-recording
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I. Measured tooth.

2. Frame with Type B transducers.
3. Internal ring with Type A transducers.
4' Triangular brock suspended on Type A transducers.
5. Linear voltage displacement transducer.
6. Mesio-distal adjustnent screw.

Figure 3: The machine for neasurenent of force systens
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,'i;l:1.:!:li:';

l-. Machine for neasuring force systems

2. Hewlett-Packard niniconputer.

3. Data acquisition systen.

4, I.B.M. niniconputer.

Figure 4: General view of the instrunentation.
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to transfer data to this nachine for final
and storage.

Several computer prograns were devel"oped to support
the experinentar procedures. The prograns consisted of;
(r) two programs to provide procedurar order to the

coLlection of data on the forces and moments of roops;
(2) two programs which arrowed the collected data fron the

Hewlett-Packard conputer to be transferred to the
I. B. M. computer;

(3) one program for the I.B.
centre of resistance

varied.

The passive template and the reprica of the active
loop used in the patient to upright the morar(s) were

taken to the laboratory to be measured. A nethod for
precisely transferring the findings Àn vivo to an in vitro
condition on the nachine was developed.

.a brass gantry (see Figure 5) was buirt to enable the

-1n vlyg tooth positions to be duplicated for force
measurenents f! vilrq. For ease of manipulation of the
passive tenplate, the gantry r.Jas nounted in a base plate
holder (also shown in Figure s). The gantry consisted of
two netal prates with two "windows." Between the two
plates rdas a third plate that could be noved until it was

nanipulat ion

M. conputer which allowed the

of the measured tooth to be
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1.

,

3.

4.

5.

Brass Gantry.

Base plate.

"Act ive tooth" il

"React ive tooth"

Third netal plat
plates) to allow
adjustnents.

Screw assembly.

5; Brass gantry.

6.

Figure

yi!re.

-ln vilrs.
e (between two

mes io-distal
support ing netal

and bucco-l ingual
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in the correct mesio-distal and bucco-Iingual position.

rt was then secured in that position by three screws (not

shosvn in Figure 5). This third plate also held a scre$/

assembly which, by virtue of its construction, allowed

occLuso-gingival as werl as rotational adjustnents to be

made. This screw assembly consisted of the foltowing:

a. A screw with a spherical end which allowed the

correct occluso-gingival relationship of t.he

"two-tooth" segnent to be duplicated.

b. A spherical cap was made to fit over the

spherical end of the screw.

of this cap r,!¡as bonded onto the screw to al1ow

the desired rotational adjustnents to be nade.

The convex surface of this cap was machined to

replicate the buccal surface of a bicuspid tooth.

A Burstone bicuspid bracket with an 0.452 X 0.635

nn (0.0I8 X 0.025 inch) wire slot and an 0.559 X

0.711 nm (0.022 X 0.028 inch) tube (identical to

that used in the clinical situation) was bonded

onto the convex surface of the spherical cap.

Now the "passive" tenplate could be fixed in the

exact il liVg bracket relationship using a

similar force for ligation as that used in the

pet ient .

c.

The concave surface
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rn a sinilar manner, once the correct ir yivq bracket
relationship rdas obtained using the passive tenplate, the

active Ioop could be ligated into the brass gantry (see

Figure 6).

gantry now ready for transfer onto the nachine. rn order
for this transfer to take place, the "nolar tooth" had to
be separated fron the verticar hotder. once the gantry

rr¡as secured onto the nachine, the "norar tooth" lvas

reattached to the measurement apparatus.

A rigid frame for the nachine (see Figure B) rcas nade

to hord the brass gantry. The gantry was then transferred
onto the nachine (see Figure g) and attached to the rigid
frarne with four screws. rn this manner, the force and

monent data could be obtained for each appointnent.

A prel ininary f orce and noment reading Í^ras taken

while the passive template was still in place in the

respective brackets. This reading was the baseLine (zero)

reading fron which the forces and rnonents of the active
loop were measured. Now the passive tenprate was removed

and the active loop was rigated into the gantry. Ten

consecutive readings were taken of the forces and moments

acting on the neasured (nolar) .tooth so that an average

force and monent system could be calculated.

The force and monent data çgas collected using the

Figure 7 shows the active loop in the brass
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1. Active loop Iigated into brass gantry.
2. ".Àct ive tooth" tU yI!Eg.
3. "React ive tooth" _l! y!!Ig,
4, Brass gantry nounted in vertical holder

Figure 6: Active loop ligated into brackets
gan t. ry .
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Active roop unscrewed fron "active tooth" to enablebrass gantry to be transferred onto nachine forforce system neasurement.

"Act ive tooth" -ln yll¡g.

"Reactive tooth" in vitro.

3)

3.

Figure 7t Active ì.oop ready for transfer onto nachine
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I. Rigid frane

2. Machine.

to support

Figure 8:

brass gantry.

Rigid Frane on machine to support brass gantry.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

F i gure

Brass gantry.

Rigid frame to support brass gantry.
Mach ine.

Measured tooth: in
uprighting.

Screw assenbl.y holding "reactive tooth"
Active loop to be measured.

9: Brass gantry on nachine.

yl!I9 molar reguiring
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nachine axis systen. However, for ease of presentation,

this data r+as converted so that a conventional axis system

(Figure l0) coul-d be shown. Thus, the forces and monents

wiLl be referred to as follows:

(1) force in the x direction (Fx):

distal direct ion;

(2) force in the y direction (Fy):

gingival direct ion;

(3) force in the z dírection (Fz):

lingual direction;

(4) moment about the x axis (Mx):

nesio-distal axis (which is bucco-I inguat t ipping) ;

(5) moment about the y axis (My): rotation around the

occluso-gingival axís (which is nesio-lingua1, mesio-

buccal, disto-lingual or disto-buccal tipping);
(6) nornent about the z axis (l4z): rotation around the

bucco-lingual axis (which are nesial or distar (ie.

uprighting) rotations) .

force in the mesio-

force in the occluso-

force in the bucco-

An accurate technique for measuring tooth novernent in
three dimensions was nandatory in order to provide the

necessary data on tooth position and angulation changes.

Therefore, a sufficient nunber of points had to be
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Figure t0: Axis systen used to

ffisdaå
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repeatably and precisely identified and rneasured so that

longitudinal data concerning the three translationaÌ and

three rotational movements could be derived both for the

active and reactive teeth.

technique exists whereby tooth position changes can be

measured intra-orally. Thereforer Eìn t! yI!Ig technique

using study casts taken at each appointnent r,vas developed.

Before any measurements could be made, a sufficient

number of points had to be repeatabLy and precisely

identified.

identification,

from cast to cast was developed.

At present, no satisfactory

acrylic sheets, Biostar Pressure Molding Machine) were

nade as described in section 3.2.2.

To

a

divided so that the anchor segment and nolar(s) segments

r,rere separate (see Figure 11) . Accurate f it of the

anchor segment tenplate was taken as one piece of evidence

achieve precision of

technique f or repl icat ion of l-andnarks

of the stability of the anchor segment. Other checks on

the stability of the anchorage unit included relating

differences in measurements between teeth to the different

casts. These were found to be very constant. A third

nethod was to compare the individual points neasured in

Acrylic tenplates (3 mm

the anchorage unit to the calculated reference axes. The

data for these distances is found in Appendix C. A fourth

I andmark

Each teuplate was
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1.

2.

r>

Study cast to be measured.

Änchorage segment with acrylic
MoIar requiring uprighting with

Figure l1: Study cast, with acrylic template.

tenplate.

acryl ic tenplate.
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Bethod of checking the stability of the anchorage segnent

was the superinposition of occlusogra¡ns taken by an unitek
Orthoscan Carnera.

-each

3or

dr i I I

allow

dista

-each

tip;

Hol-es were drilled into the tenplates as follows:
bicuspid, whether the reactive bicuspid or not, had

4 hoLes (depending on the size of the bicuspid)
ed through the occlusaL surface of the tenplate to

precise narking of buccal, lingual, nesial and,/or

I aspects of the tooth;

cuspid had one hole drilled for narking

-each centraL incisor had one or two

the incisal edges;

-each molar had 4 holes dri11ed, one

cusp t ips. It was f el_t that, use of
rnolar provided easily identifiable

visual comparisons between casts cou

Also, the distances between the four
so that rotat ional movenents of t
cal"cuLated with sufficient accuracy.

rn this manner sufficient randmarks were precisely
identified to enabre accurate measurement of changes in
tooth posit ion.

once the landnarks on the casts were narked using the

hol-es drilled onto

the cusp

each for the four

the cusp tips of the

Iandmarks so that

Id be made as well.

points was naximized

he molar could be
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tesplatee and a lead pencfl the castc were ready to be

&ea8ured. A Beasure&ent apparat,ue lras developed that
allor+ed adjustnents to be nade in arl three dimensions

(see Figure rz). By precise neasurement of the. previously

described landmarks relat,ive to the t,hree orthogonal axea

of the aeagureaent apparatus, coEparisons in the observed

tooth novement as the nolar was uprighted courd be øade.

The cast çras secured onto a setat prate that had

three screws which allowed the plate to be adjusted in the

occluso-gingival direction and rotationarly around the

antero-posterior and nedio-lateral axes. This plate r*as

mounted onto another precisely nachined aetal plate which

had the edges at 90 degrees to one another (see Figure

L2) .

direction Eùere aade with the plaster cast base paraÌIel to
the floor (see Figure Lz) ueing a vernier Height Gauge

tvith a.n accuracy of 7/looth nillineters. Because the vernier

Eleight Gauge only @eaaures in the verticar direction,
@eaaurements in the other diaensions had to be wade by

moving the weaeure&¡ent epparatus. thus, &¡easureøente in
the øesio-distal dinection were øade by standing the plate
on its øide (eee F igure rg) with the posterior base of Èhe

Meagurenents in the occluso-gingival direct ion

plaster cast inferior. Meaeurement,s in the bucco-lingual
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l. Measurement apparat

2. Study cast in posi
measurenents.

3. Screw to secure

4, Vernier height

5. Screws for occl_

6. Screw for rotat

7. Large, precisel
apparatus.

Figure L2: Measuring apparatus.

us.

tion ready for occLuso-gingival

cast.

gauge.

uso-gingival adjustments.

ional adjustnents.

y nachined table to support neasuring
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I

,
Study cast to be measured.

Measurement apparatus on i
surface of cast facing infer

Acrylic tenpLate with hori
measurement apparatus base.

Vernier height gauge.4.

Figure l3: Measuremen t
mesio-distal

ts side with posterior
iorly.

eontal Line parallel to

apparatus showing
neasurement.

70
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directi

Figure

rn order to facilitate the initial placenent of the
casts, another acryl ic tenplate Í^i as made to to f it over
the occlusar surfaces of the anchor segments (see Figures
l3 and i4). This tenplate was then glued onto a 3mm thick
acrylic square with perpendicular lines scribed onto its
surface. ltlhen this conb inat ion tenplate hras placed over
the occlusal surfaces of the anchor segment, the position
of the scribed lines enabred a quick estinate of the cast
orientation to be nade. The horizontal line was then

adjusted so that it was exactly paratler to the base of

on

r4)

were ¡nade by turning the plate g0 degrees (see

the third metal plate.

was nade after renoving this conbination tenplate and

checking the distance between three selected reference
points on the teeth in the anchor segnent.

A prelininary test was undertaken to deternine the
accuracy of locat ing a s ingle point as wel I as to
determine the accuracy of measurenents between casts, the
details of which are given in Appendix B. The accuracy
was 0.11 nillineters.

A final orientation adjustnent
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I

2

Study cast to be neasured.

Measurement apparatus on its side with posteriorsurface of cast perpendicular to fIoor.
Acrylic tenpLate with horizontar line pararrer toteasure¡nent apparatus base.

Vernier height gauge.

3.

Figure 14: Measurenent apparatus showing cast ready forbucco-lingual measurements.
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3.4 !4Tå åS4:I,ÏSIË

3. 4. t roRcE

The force and nonent nagnitude and tooth position

change had to be organized into a forn that allowed

interpretat ion.

The data for the measured forces and moments in all

three dinensions (ie. Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, and l4z) was

obtained for each appointnent. Each active appliance was

measured ten tines and the results were then averaged.

These results þ,ere graphed to facilitate interpretation as

weIl as to make it easier to conpare the tooth novement to

the neasured force system.

ÅND MOMBNT DATA

s.4.2. I99rg UgIEUEUT D4r4

The data from cast measurenent was anal yzed as

follows:

( I ) The point of origin for the mesio-distal (x ) , occluso-

gingival (V) and bucco-linguaI (z) reference axes was

determined by averaging all of the reference points as

neasured in the three dinensions respectively on the

anchor segnent. This point will be referred to as the

reference point.

(2) Measurements were made to

stability. This technique

verify anchor segrnent

involved referring the
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neasured teeth in the anchor unit to

point described above.

distances of these teeth in the anchor segment as

measured to the reference point would not vary greatly

from cast to cast if the anchor unit remained stable.
(3) The degrees of uprighting of the nolars were

calculated using the fotlowing formula:

Degrees of
MoIar
Upright i-ng

where (MB
(Mt

Obviously,

the reference

the relat ive

Because the distances between these points b,as snall,

a measurement error of 0.10 nillineters on each point

could produce a maximum error of approxinately 2.5

degrees in the calculated angle of uprighting.
(4) To neasure the mesio-distal linear movenent of the

crown of the uprighting molar, a single point on the

nolar crown was defined for each axis by averaging the

four vaLues obtained for each cusp on the molar in

each dimension. This value was then measured to the

reference axis. .{s this distance increased, the crown

74

]-nverse s t_ne

and

- DB) and
Dt) referred to measured
differences in these cusp heights
in the occluso-gingival dimension.

to DB and
to Dt referred to the absolute

distance between these cusps
regardless of the axis.

MB
Mt



of the nolar moved distally

crown movement was also compared

of occlusograms of successive

neasurenents.

(5) The other linear molar movements in the occLuso-

gingival and bucco-Iingual directions çvere nade using

an average (caì.cu1ated using the four points marked on

the occlusaL surface of the ¡rolar) value for the nolar

crown and comparing how this value changed in relation

to their respective axes.

( 6) The mesio-distal and bucco-lingual rotations were

The resulting distal

to superimpositions

casts to verify

measured in two ways.

calculated nethod s i¡nilar to that described in #3

above. However, because of the changing relationship

of the occlusal surface of the mol,ar to the reference

axes, which would increase these rotational angles

calculatedr ânother nethod using direct measurements

f rom the casts r¡¡as done.

fixing wires onto the occlusal surfaces of the acrylic

tenplates. The wire on the anchorage segnent was the

The first uethod used a

reference as this segnent position from cast to cast

did not change. Thus, nesio-distal or bucco-linguaI

changes in molar position in the nesio-distal or

bucco-l ingual were reflected in

75

This second nethod involved

change in the



relationship of the wire on the occlusal surface of

the molar tenplate conpared to this reference wire. A

protractor was used to ileasure these changes. Mesio-

distal rotat ions rdere also checked us ing the

occlusog;rams.

(7) The nolar movement was then graphed

interpretat ion.

to facilitate
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CHÂPTER IV

RESULTS .å,ND DISCUSSION



The purpose of this invest igat ion r,{as to deverop a

technique whereby accurate three-dimensional inforuation
of tooth movenent and applied force systens courd be

obtained. A three-dinensional cast neasurenent apparatus
was developed to enabre tooth Dovenent to be recorded in

&tssuÏ,rs AHt! ÐIscussroH

three dinensions.

three dinensions sinultaneously using instrunentation
previously developed at the university of Manitoba.

rnitially, five patients were serected for this
study. However, the data from one patient were made

suspect by the loss of a splint on three occasions and

therefore, occLusal forces could have interfered with the
resulting tooth novenent and appried forces. Another
patient, requiring orthognathic surgery, courd not be

conpleted because of surgical tine constraints. Thus, the
resuLts from a total of three patients and four nolars

The force systems çvere neasured in

wilI be reported.

bilateral lower second nolars requiring uprigbtin6.
In developing a technique, it is difficult not to use

it as well. Thus, the results obtained have to be

discussed in several dif ferent ways. The f iret ... is
that of relating the observed nolar uprighting tooth

One of these pat ients (Nt) had
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movement to the applied force systens. As onry four
molars were usedr Do definitive, general conclusions
regarding tooth novement could be made but trends will be

reported. The second and most inportant manner of
discussing the resuÌts çvas to deternine if the results
obtained supported use of this technique as a means of
quantifying tooth movernent in response to known appried
force systens. The third manner was to introduce the
capabi rities of this technique in relating force systens
to estimated centres of resistance of teeth.

4.L Ug-IAE UTBIqgIINq RESUI,TS

4. I. I D4TA PEEEENTôTION

To allow superficiar comparision of mor.ar

uprighting, results for the four molars will be shown on

one graph. rt is emphasized again that, with so few

teeth, general conclusions rega.¿ins patterns of tooth
movenent in relation to applied force systems cannot be

nade. The purpose of combining the data of the four
morars on one graph for each of the three rinear and three
rotational novenents was to indicate trends between the

four molars.

The moLars will be referred to by the patient, s

initials and their tooth nunber (using the rnternational
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numbering systen).

The three linear and three rotationaÌ novements and

their corresponding measured applied forces and monents

are shown in graphical form to facititate interpretation.

The data was collected at as regular tine intervals as

possible. The decision to discontinue the uprighting was

made on a basis of clinical judgenent in each case. Thus,

it was not surprising that some variation existed from

case to case in the final angulation of the

respect to the reference axes.

The linear position results h¡ere obtained by

neasuring four points on the occlusal surface of the norar
to be uprighted and then averaging these four values.

This average varue wi l, I be used for each cr inicar
situation to describe the obtained linear tooth position.

These data r,rere then graphed to show tooth position with
respect to tine ( ie. frorn appointment to appointnent) .

The data points are connected by straight Ì ines to
indicate their tenporal relationship but they do not, of
course, represent the path of the tooth from position to
position nor its path to its final destination.

The force systems appl ied to the nolar to be

uprighted were neasured at the bracket for each activation

of the appliance. These results are also graphed for

mo lar wi th

BO



eas ier interpretat ion

4.1.2 BEEEBESSE ôXEg

the anchorage unit are presented in Appendix C. The

The data for tooth position changes that occurred in

reported values represented the distances of the points

narked on the anchorage unit to the calculated reference

axes in nillineters.

that there r,vas very ÌittIe novement within the anchorage

unit as the values generally onLy varied by

(the neasurenent error calculated in Appendix

cast to cast. Occlusograns taken of the casts at each

appointnent and superimposed for best fit of all the

points on the anchor segnent showed that movenent of the

entire anchorage segment was clinically insignificant as

Examination of these results showed

the points superinposed wel 1 .

t'elative stability of the teeth within the anchor segment

as well as the relative stability of the anchorage segrnent

as a whol-e as neasured fron cast to cast that Eeaningful

tooth movement data, nanely nolar uprighting, could be

ob t ained.

+/- 0.I mm

B ) from

It was because of the
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4. 1. 3 EgôEg IerEgEgErÅ3Igs

A. tIP{Bf¡R MOVBMBNTS ( graphed in si l l i¡neters ) :

i. Distal crown nove¡nent is represented by a negative

slope;

i i. Gingival crown novement is represented by a

negative slope;

iii. Lingual cror{tì novement is represented by a

negative slope.

B. ROTATIO¡ÛAI MOVBMBß{ÎS ( graphed in degrees ) :

i. The degree of nesial tip of the nolars was

measured to a line parallel to the reference

occluso-gingival axis. Thus, âny uprighting of

the nolar would be reflected in a decreasing

neasured angle of uprighting.

ii. Disto-lingual rotation of the crown was

represented by a positive sì.ope.

iii. Buccal crobrn tipping, about the nesio-distal

axis, was represented by a positive slope.

The following legend was used for the force and

nonent data on the graphs:

i . Pos it ive pes io-distal forces repreaent a

nesially directed force;

C. APPLIBD FORCES (grans):

ii. Positive occluso-gingival forces repreeent an
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11r

extrus ive force;

Postive bucco-1inguaJ. forces

buccal Iy di rected force;

D. APPTIBD MOMENTS (gran-nilIíneters) :

DistaI nolar tipping, about the bucco-Iingual

axis, is represented by positive monents.

D isto-l ingual nolar rotat ion about the occluso-

gingival axis is represented by a positive

11

rIl

noment.

Buccal tipping of the nol

distal axis is represented

Figure 15 shows the degrees of uprighting achieved

for each of the four molars. It may be seen that in all

cases, the prinary objective of nolar uprighting b¡as

achieved although the absolute anount of uprighting varied

from patient to patient.

4. r.4 UA!48 gEBIqElINq

represent

Figure 16 shows the applied

bracket f or each of the mol-ars.

varied according to the amount

the loop and e{as also dependent

incorporated into the ì.oop (which

ar

by

ab out t he ¡nes i o-

positive moments.

uprighting moment at the

This upright ing noment

of activation placed into

on the anount of wire

influenced the stiffness
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of the loop and thus,

and the type of loop used.

between the nolar to be uprighted and the bicuspid tooth

varied from seven nillimeters ( in patient BM(+47) ) to

twenty-five nilLimeters (in patient cH(*È48).

amount of wire needed to make an uprighting loop for the

clinical situations varied greatly.

equation, a two-fold increase in wire incorporated into an

appliance would decrease the stiffness of the appliance by

a factor of eight (Thurow, 19BZ).

Another variab 1e was the fact that the nolar

the constancy of rnonent del ivered)

The interbracket distance

uprighted veas not al-ways the lower second molar. Root

configurat ions of Iower third nolars are known to vary a

great deal often being nore conical in shape than Lower

second molars.

to give rise to a different moveüent response depending on

the type of tooth being uprighted.

Varíable root configurations as well as variations in

surrounding alveolar bone would influence the centre of

resistances of teeth which in turn, would influence the

Thus, the

Using Navier's

Thus, äD applied force systen would tend

response of the teeth to the applied force systen. As

mentioned previously, using values from the force systems

measured at the brackets removed the effect of differing

centres of resistance. Thus, the force systens applied by
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the loops used were being neasured. Section 4.3 will show

how the force system changed when neasured at an estinated

centre of resistance for one of the molars (BM(#47)) used

in this investigation.

the lor+er left second nolar (#37). A total of sixteen

For patient NI(#37),

degrees of uprighting was achieved in four appointnents

over a totaL of 7B treatnent days (see Figure I5). Forty-

five degrees of activation h¡ere placed into each end of

the uprighting Ioop at the first two appointnents. This

activation gave a relatively constant lnoment deJ. ivery of

slightly over 1000 g-nn.

molar was considered almost upright. Therefore, only

a T-Loop was used to upright

thirty degrees of act ivat ion was pLaced into the

appliance.

seen in Figure 16.

the path of moLar uprighting using the T-Loop seerned to be

the nost variable. The slopes of the lines connecting

This yielded a s¡naller uprighting noment as

tooth position at the various appointnents varied greatly

as can be seen on Figure 15.

At the third appointment, the

For patient Nl(#47), a BUS was used to upright the

Iower right second nolar (#47). A total of lB.5 degrees

of uprighting was achieved in five appointnents over a

total of 96 treatment days (see Figure f5). Forty-five

It h¡as also interesting to note that
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degrees of activation was placed into the appliance at

both ends at the first three appointnents. This yielded a

similar monent delivery of around I000 g-mn as for NL(#32)

(Figure r6). unfortunately, the passive tenplate for the

fourth appointnent broke. Thus, r¡o value for the force
systems could be obtained for this appointment. However,

at this appointnent, the molar was also considered to be

relatively upright and thus, only 30 degrees of activation

was placed into the BUS.

For patient BM(#47), a BUS was used to upright the

Iower right second molar (#47). A total of lg degrees of
uprighting was achieved in four appointnents over a total
of BB treatnent days (see Figure l5). Because of the smaÌl

initial interbracket distance between the nolar and the

reactive tooth, âD initial activatÍon of thirty-five

degrees was placed into the appliance. This anount of
act ivation gave approximately the same upright ing nonent

as the forty-five degree activations placed into patient

Nt above (see Figure f6).

activation for patient BM(#47) was found to be too

difficult to ligate into the teeth and thus, was fett to
probably deliver too great an activation as well. Ät the

second appointnent, the nolar was slightly sorer so the

activation applied to the uprighting appliance was

Forty-five degrees of
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decreased to thirty degrees. This gave a snaller applied
upright ing moment. Ât the third appointnent, the nolar
was no longer sore. Also, the interbracket distance had

increased due to distal crown novement. Thus, a forty-
five degree activation was placed into the appliance.
This gave a significantly higher uprighting noment as seen

in Figure 16.

For patient cH(#48), a BUS was used to upright the
Iower right third nolar (#48). A totat of T degrees of
uprighting was achieved over a totar treatment tirne of 35

days (see Figure 15). Forty-five degrees of activatíon
was placed into this appliance at both appointrnents. Ä

s imi lar upright ing moment s I ight Iy greater than 2000 g-mn

was measured for these activations (see Figure I6).
rt was interesting to note that, when the degrees of

uprighting for each mol-ar was averaged over the days in
treatrnent, approximately 0.2 degrees/day or 6

degrees/nonth of uprighting was achieved in each

situation. Thus, the rate of uprighting seemed to be

independent of the applied monents over the range of
values used in this investigation. ,{lso, patients BM(#42)

and GH(#48) were fenale and were eight years older than
patient NL (#37 and #47) who was nale. The averages of
the applied uprighting mornent for patients BM(#4?) and
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GH(#48) were twice that measured as the uprighting moment

for patient ¡¡L(#37 and #47). In spite of this difference

in neasured applied uprighting moment, the nolars seemed

to upright at approxinately the sane average rate.

Perhaps these results are a reflection of the effects

of a conbination of several variables including sex, age

( inplying differences in alveoLar bone structure and

availabil-ity of osteoclastic/osteoblastic ceIIs) and the

type of tooth ¡novement studied.

as molar uprighting, introduce several variables which

nask study of the relationship between force and rate of

tooth novement (Hixon e! q!, 1970) . "Besídes the initial

compression of the periodontal Iigament, the most obvious

variable is the unequal distribution of the Ioad along the

root.

decreases to zero at the axis of rotation, is also capable

of deforming the wa] I of the socket. The nagnitude of

The hiSh Ioad at the alveolar crest, which

such bone bending may also be sufficient to influence

interpretat ion of the data ut i I ized for studying tooth

movenent." Buck and Church (L972), using data fron human

subjects, suggested that even Iight tipping forces on

teeth resulted in extreme compression of the periodontal

liganent with ischaenia and Loss of cellular elements.

Tipping novements, such

Thus, perhaps even the lowest applied uprighting nonent
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exceeded the opt inal value for upright ing. MoIar

uprighting initiaì.ly concentrated the stresses in very

snall areas at the apex and opposite coronal alveolar bone

which could very quickly nake the force Levels felt in

these areas very high. Once the optirnun force systen for

a particular tooth novement is exceeded, pêrhaps no

increase in rate of tooth movement would be observed

(Quinn and Yoshikawa, l985).

4. 1.5 IINEôB TgqÏg EgSITIAU

A. MESIO-DISTAI POSITION

as the molar uprighted (see Figure 17). The amount of

In all cases, the crown of the molar noved distally

distal novement varied with the amount of uprighting and

ranged from 1.5 nm (in patient cH(#48)) to approximately 6

mm (in patient BM(#47) ). Again, the nost variable path of

distal crown novement seerned to occur with the T-Loop as

seen r+ith patient Nt(#37).

The mesio-distal forces measured (see Figure lB)

indicated that an initial mesially directed force, with

magnitudes varying between L0 and LzO grams, were felt at

the bracket. This úras interesting as in no case did the

croÌ.{n move mesia1ly. Only in one case, ât the f irst

appointnent for Nt(#47), was an initiaL large distally
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directed force of approxinately 75 grams neasured at the

bracket. This measured distally directed force did not

influence the rate of distal crown moveûent as the slope

of the Iine between appointnents one and two on Figure 17

for Nt(#47) show that approxinately the same rate of

distal crown ¡novement was achieved as for patient GH(#48).

At the third appointnent for patient Nt(#47), again a

distally directed force was observed but of a very snalI

magnitude (5 grams) well r+ithin the error range of the

nachine. Thus, it was possible that actuaÌ1y a mesially

directed force night have been felt.

Examination of the techni.que of Iigation of these

appliances into the patient's nouth revealed that a very

subtle opening of the vertical legs of the appliances

occurred as the appliance was tied into the respective

brackets. This would account for the init ial mes ial ly

directed force neasured. However, as the uprighting of

the nolar occurred, and wi th the j iggl ing forces of

occlusion, this force could be expected to dissipate

quickly a1 Iowing only the uprighting monent to be feIt.

AIso, in aIl cases, the uprighting monent was large enough

to overcone the neasured nesiaL forces.

B. OCCLUSO-GTNGIV.åI POS ITION

Uprighting a mesially tipped nolar causes the crown
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of the molar to nove in an occlusal direction even if the

centre of resistance of the tooth does not change its
position occluso-gingivally (see Figure fg). Roberts g!

-af ( i9Bz) refer to this as "false" extrusion and describe

it as the result of the eruption, or extrusion which

occurred during the t ime the rnolar t ipped into the

extraction space. "True" extrusion of the morar, where

the centre of resistance actually moves in an occlusal

direction, night be due to the anatomy of the mol-ar,

periodontal- I iganent and surrounding alveolar socket .

Graber (I972) said that, to depress a tooth, extrenely

strong forces are required sufficient to tear the fibers
loose from their attachnents and exert pressure on the

alveolar waI 1s and apex. rn addit ion, iust as the shape

of the moLar roots is similar to that of all other teeth

i.n that the roots tend to taper apical ly, it is easier

for the tooth to nove along the inclined plane formed as a

result of thi.s taper than to intrude. AIso, al1 of the

natural tissue responses are working with this tooth

novement as the tooth is noving in the direction of nornal
physiological eruption (Thurow, 1962).

In patient Nt(#37), where a T-Ioop was used, slightly

over two nillineters of average occlusaL novenent of the

croÍ4rn was observed ( see Figure 20) . As ment ioned
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Extrusion results fron correction of nolar
pure rotat ion.

Figure tg (fron Roberts

incl inat ion

el aI, 19BZ)

by
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previously, some "fa1se" extrusion of the crown

(approxinately 0.6 ¡nillineters) was to be expected as the

noÌar uprighted. An additional occlusal novement of the

tooth of approx inately L.4 ni I I imeters occurred.

The neasured force systen for patient Nt(+37) varied

fron 35 to 0 grans of neasured force and indicated that an

occlual- ly directed f orce r^Jas f ett at the bracket . It was

interesting to note that this occlusally directed force

was similar in magnitude to occlusally directed forces

neasured at the bracket for the other nolars which used

the BUS. However, the nolar which used the T-Loop

(NL(#37)) tended to move occlusally the most. This might

have been due to the geonetry of the T-ì-oop appliance

r+hich was more fLexible in the occluso-gingivar direction

than the BUS and thus,

the mo1ar.

allowed more occfusal novement of

In patient NI(#47), where a BUS was used, the average

occluso-gingivaì. crown novenent of the nolar first showed

occlusal- movement and then gingival movement so that the

final occluso-gingival nolar position was the same as the

initial occLuso-gingival molar position.

The initial occluso-gingival force neasured at the

bracket indicated that an occlusally directed force was

present. The range of the neasured nagnitude of this

.

l
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force tended "jiggIe" within 50 to 0 grans. This

" j iggl ing" of the occluso-gingivaL forces poss ib Iy

reflected the errors of neasurement of the nachine. ÅIso,

as the crown position changed as the molar uprighted,

occlusal forces could have changed to gingival forces due

to the stiffness of the BUS in this dimension with the

result that the molar crown began to nove gingivalì-y.

In both patients cH(#48) and BM(#47), the final

average nolar pos it ion seemed to be approximately one

mitlineter more gingival reLative to their original

pos it ions ( see Figure 20) .

In general, the applied force systems shown in the

occluso-gingival direction in Figure 2L accounted for the

observed direction of crovrn movement. OnIy in one

instance, at appointment three for BM(#47), did an initial

occLusaì-1y directed force resul-t in a gingival novement of

the crown at the next appointnent. Because the path of

the rnolar and the changes in force systems fr om

appoint¡nent to appointnent are only approxinated by the

Iines joining tooth position, perhaps thd initial measured

force system changed as the tooth position changed so that

actually a net gingivally directed force was observed. The

nagnitudes of the measured forces for each of these ¡nolars

$¡as snall and varied within 50 grans.

to
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It h,as particularly evident in this range of force

measurement that the 3% error of the rnachine, which gave a

total range of 60 grams of variation for +/- I standard

deviat ion was important. The range of the measured

occluso-gingival force vaLues were all Iess than 60 grams

which could account for sone of the results observed.

C. BUCCO_IINGU^àI POSITION

In aIl cases of tooth novement measured in the bucco-

l-ingual direction, the crown of the nolar ended up in a

nore buccal position than when it started. This varied

from one to slightly nore than two niLlineters (see Figure

tÐ \

The applied force systems (see Figure 23) varied

greatly in this dinension especially with the BUS which is

a stiff appliance in this diurension. The T-Loop (patient

Nt(#37) ), which is less stiff also showed snaller neasured

forces in this dinension. In patient Nt(#37) and NI(#47),

the neasured bucco-lingual forces were quite snall varying

between 90 grams and 60 grans respectively. However, the

anount of buccal tooth movenent was very similar to

patient BM(#47) who showed the greatest variation in

applied bucco-lingual forces of approxinately 200 grans.

Relative buccal crown movement, when compared to the

original position of the molar, is actually desirable due
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to the shape of the alveorar arches. As a tooth assumes a

¡nore distal- position in the arch it enters a wider portion

of the arch which is reflected in a relative buccaf crown

movement. rn this invest igat ion, distal cror.!¡n rnovenent of

the nolar r¡ras desirabre as the nolar uprighted so that,

relat ive to the bucco-l ingual axis system, buccal cror^Jn

movenent of the ¡noLar would also be desirable. perhaps

the initial lingually-directed forces were present for

only a short period of time as the molar changed position.

The calculated amount of morar crown rotation about

the mesio-distal (see Figure 24) and/or bucco-linguar (see

Figure 26) axes was snal I ( tess than t0 degrees ) as

4. l. 6 SEÊI9=!ISIÅ! 4NP E!QÇ9:!IS9Uê! ASg=LEg

measured fron the reference axes.

moLar uprighting involved changes of the occlusal surface

rel,ative to the reference axes, caLculated rotations in

the bucco-lingual and nesio-distal directions carried

errors larger than the +/-2.5 degrees calculated in
section 4.L.2 and tended to exaggerate the actual

rotations about these axes.

Figures 24 and 26 were neasured fron the changes in angles

of wires attached to the acryl ic splints using a

protractor. these values indicated that less than 7.s

However, because

Thus, the values shown in
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degrees of angular change in any one of the mesio-distal

or bucco-]ingual directions occurred in al_1 situations

during the course of upright ing.

The neasured moments that would be expected to

produce the nesio-distal (see Figure 25) and/or bucco-

lingual (see Figure 27) rotations were occasionally quite

Iarge. However, these large monents vrere probably due to

the high stiffness of the appliances in these directions.

Any snall change in tooth movement would then result in a

large reduction of the applied monent with the resuLt

that, clinically, the tooth would not change its position

significantly.

Ideal1y, though, spurious rnonents (noments in

directions other than those wanted) should be minirnlzed.

Because moments rdere measured for rotations other than

the desired uprighting moment, it might be that the

appliances that were tested in this investigation are not

the nost desirable for uprighting mesially tipped molars.

The observed tooth movement did not aLways seem to

correspond to the appLied force systens. This discrepancy

could have been due to a combination of several different

factors.

Firstly, the nachine measured to an accuracy of 3

percent which is an actual range of +/- 30 grans and
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+/- 600 gram-nillineters. Thus, sone of the observed

values could be due to machine inaccuracies particularly

when the observed values were close to zero and could have

involved a change of sign indicating a corresponding

change in direction of the force systen.

secondly, the f4 y¡lrs force system analysis was only
a "snapshot" of the initial force system at each

act ivat ion. Thus , in the t ime lapse between

appointments, the force systen courd have changed as the

nolar uprighted. More frequent i_npressíons and force
systen neasure¡nents night actually show a very closely
related applied force/tooth novement response.

other effects such as frictíon and ligation courd

have affected the measured force systens. No constraints
were placed in the wire to the distal of the nolars to be

uprighted so that, theoretical Iy, the wire was free to
slide in the bracket if necessary as the tooth uprighted
about its centre of resistance. AIso, ligation pressure

was not rneasured. only a standard "crinical_" force was

used to ligate the molars. However, this could have

varied from the il yilq to il yrlrg situation resul-ting in
some variation in actual and measured force systems.

sullivan ( I9Bz) recognized the variability of ligature
tension.
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4.2 qgsErpEsgE r$ EEqg$IagE

The resul-ts of investigations into both the accuracy

of measuring tooth movenent and the accuracy of the

technigue used to determine i! yiys appried force systems

indicate that they are qui te adequate for the

investigation of nolar uprighting.

4.2.1 TEqSNIEUE gA8 UEAEUBEUENT A[ 488!IEU EQEqE
SYSTEMS

virtualLy inpossible, the duplicati.on of the in v

Since intraoral force and moment measurenent

clinical situation i¡ l¡!r9 both in terns of replicating

the bracket-to-bracket relat ionship as wel I as the Ioop

used to produce the force systen is critical.

duplication, passive templates made of two pieces of wire
joined by acryl ic were used. Once this tenplate was

removed, its passivity was checked by placing it back into

the nolar and bicuspid bracket. rn alL cases, on clinicar

exanination, the passive template fitted passively into

the brackets. Thus, the tenplate replicated the in vivo
bracket position.

To achieve the fl vitro bracket-to-bracket

The other irnportant aspect of this part of the

technique was to ensure that the force systen applied by

the f! yilfg loop was sinilar to that force systern applied

r05
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intraoral 1y. Appendix A reports the results of this

investigation. The BUS and the T-ì.oop could be duplicated

to within +/- 20% in the primary force activation (nesio-

distal ) and the primary moment activation ( that of

uPrightine). This +/- 20% range of accuracy of

dupl ication al-so includes the nachine error, which rdas

quite large, when using it at the 1ow end of the sca1e.

However, this accuracy was certainly an inprovement over

the great variat ion in force systems reported in the

literature (see TabIe I in chapter 2) often for sinilar

appliances. Thus, the force and moment data generated by

the machine fron these duplicate loops was considered

adequate for this project in which other techniques were

deveLoped and tested.

The accuracy of the nachine had been verified by

previous research. However, in order to ensure accuracy,

the nachine was calibrated prior to final data collection.

The nain Iinitation in using this nachine to measure

forces and monents was due to the 3% total error of fulI

scale. This error amounted to +/- 30 grams for the

measured forces and +/- 600 gran-millineters for the

measured nonents. Sone of the actual neasured forces and

moments for the four molars often fel1 within this range.

Therefore, this could account for sone of the variation
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seen in the measured force systems. However, it wiII be

enphasized here that, even though the range of the machine

was not ideal for this investigation, the local relati.ve

errors ldere nuch smaLler than the total error range would

suggest. This meant that trends were noted and were

considered accurate when conpared to

this machine was avaiLable for the i

that other aspects of the technique

construct ion of another machine for

could then be cons idered with

improvements to the technigue.

4.2.2 TOOTH MOVEMßNT MEASUREMBNT TECHNISUB

neasurernents can be nade using the apparatus developed for

Àppendix B reports the accuracy with which

this investigation. I,{ith the author making the

one another.

neasurements, tooth movement in three dinensions can be

rneasured with standard deviation of 0.08 nillimeters in

nitial tests to show

were viab I e. The

force measurements

the mesio-distal direction,

occluso-gingival direction and 0.10 millimeters in the

bucco-I ingual direct ion.

other factors ås

Also,

acceptable and compared favorably with those quoted in the

literature. When these values were used in calculating the

error for rotational movenents,
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+/- 2,5 degrees could be expected.

A stable reference system was very important when

attenpting to gain informat ion regarding tooth novenent.

rn this investigation, the anchorage segnent was the
reference system to which molar movenent was related.
Thus, it was irnportant that mininar- novement of the
anchorage unit occur.

The anchorage unit was prepared with heavy dinension
arch wires¡ rêinforced with a lingual arch and an acrylic
splint and allowed to "settle" prior to beginning the

molar uprighting. rn this manner, minimal novenent of the

anchorage segment was expected.

three different ways:

The stability of the anchorage segnent was checked in

cast, conparing distances between the sane points on the

anchorage segment to the respective reference axes and

superinpos ing occlusograms taken frorn subsequent casts
onto the narked points in the anchorage unit (see Appendix

c). Each of these methods showed that novenent within the

anchorage unit as r*ell as novenent of the whole anchorage

unit çdas insign j-f icant.

fit of the acrylic splint on each

could be established from which to measure the changes in
nolar position as uprighting occurred.

one of the linitations of this measurement system

108
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was the amount of tine taken to neasure a

Approxinately one to one and one-half hours

measure a single cast.

where only a Iinited number of urolars was

not a probl-en. However, if a much greater

had to be studied, tine constraints and

become a limiting factor.

4. 3 qAEÅII:LIIIES 9I TgE TEçSNISUE

The orthodontic literature nakes frequent reference

to centres of resistance and the effects of force systems

applied at sone distance fron the centres of resistance of
teeth. To date, there is no simple technique to deternine

centres of resistance of teeth nor r.{as this an objective

of this investigation. However, this technique has the

ability to relate force systerns applied to any possible

existing centre of resistance ( if and when they can

final ly be accurateLy measured cl inicat ly) by virtue of
the deveJ.opnent of computer programs which enabre these

calcuLations to be made. Thus, it was interesting to

estinate a centre of resistance and look at both tooth
movement and the applied force systems obtained. one

molar, that of BM(#47), will be discussed in this section.

For an investigati

single cast.

was needed to

on such as this

used, this r{as

number of casts

tediun would
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Figure 28 shows a two-dinensional plot of tooth
movenent as observed fron the buccal (along the bucco-

lingual) axis of the tooth. The coordinates of the rnolar

at each appointnent in the occluso-gingival and mesio-

distal direction were conbined with the respective degrees

of uprighting at each appointment. Thus t ð. Line,

representing the long axis of the nolar, was used to
represent the entire tooth as it uprighted. rn this wây,

a clearer picture of the path of the molar as it uprighted
is provided.

sinilarly, two-dirnensional plots for the other
dimensions of molar movenent can be drawn. Because the

rotational movements in the other dinensions were so

srnall, these plots will not be shown.

4.3.1 I99IE ryqyEUE$I

4,3.2 E9BqE qTSTEUS 4T TUE gENT8E 9g EESIST4NqE

conputer programs for the r . B. M. cornputer al lowed

quick calculation of eqivalent force systen for any chosen

point on the tooth.

shape could have its force systen analyzed at its centre

of resistance provided this coul-d be accurately
deternined,

In this mannerr âilV tooth size or
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To further illustrate this techniquer â, estinated
centre of resistance of r0 mirr.ineters fron the nolar
bracket was chosen for patient BM(#42). using the
principles of nechanics, forces r appr ied at any point, are
transferable. Thus, the forces üeasured at the bracket
and graphed in Figures rB, z0 and zz would renain the sane
when the equivarent force system is praced at this
estinated centre of resistance. However, the nonents nust
change to account for the change in rerocation of the
forces.

Figure 29 shows the nagnitudes of the uprighting
nonents fert at the centre of resistance for patient
BM(#47) at each appointment. These were compared to the
values obtained at the bracket as previously shown in
Figure 16 and repeated here to facilitate comparison. rn
al I cases, the neasured upright ing noments at this
estinated centre of resistance of the molar were smalLer
than the uprighting nonents neasured at the bracket. This
ì^/as due to the fact that a nesially directed force at a

distance of l0 mirlineters from the centre of resistance
produced a monent opposite to that praced in - the
apPliance. This nonent, producing a nesial croh¡n tipping
tendency, slightly reduced the aüount of uprighting monent
available and was refrected in the varues on the graph
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(see Figure 29).

To check that the measured force in the mesio-distar
direction actually changed the uprighting ¡nonent values
when neasured at the centre of resistance as shown in
Figure 29 was easily done. Multiplication of each of the
measured nesio-distal values shown in Figure LB by a

factor of I0 ( the distance from the bracket to the
estinated centre of resistance) did in fact give the
neasured noment values at the bracket to an accuracy of 70

gram-millineters. ThÍs smaf I error coul,d partial,Iy be due

to the fact that the centre of resistance as related to an

axis systern placed at the bracket changed as the molar
uprighted. rn other words, the distance between the
centre of resistance and the bracket changed during nolar
upright ing and was not taken into account in these
examples showing the capabilities of the technique. This
would not occur in trans lat ion where the centre of
resistance would remain in the same relation to bracket.
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CHAPTER V

CONCIUSIONS AND RECOMMEND^&TIONS



5. I coNctusloNs

The conclusions from this investigation are as

follows:

(r) The primary objective of molar uprighting with distal

crown novenent was achieved in al I cases. No

unexpected crinicalry significant movements occurred.
(2) The paths of the molars uprighting when the Burstone

Uprighting Spring h¡as used appeared to be similar.

The T-Loop produced a more erratic pattern of molar

uprighting before its final posit ion was achieved

conpared to molar uprighting using the Burstone

Uprighting Spring.

CONCIUSÏONS A3{D RECOMMENDATIONS

uprighting of extrusion of the crown did not appear to

The main undes irab Ie movement in nol ar

be Large.

Uprighting Spring, no net extrusion of the crov{n was

found.

approxinately two nillimeters of crown extrusion was

found. A sample of one did not allow firn conclusions

to be drawn but variations in the flexibility of these

loops in this direction may have been a factor in the

observed results.

In fact, in the cases using the Burstone

In the case in which the T-Loop was used,
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(3) The nolars seened to upright relatively constantly, at

approxinately 6 degrees per month, and the rate of
uprighting was not related to the nagnitudes of the

appl ied upright ing noments measured in this

investigation.

(4) rn this investigation, the older patients (GH(#48) and

BM(#47) ) averaged twice the apptied uprighting noment

than the younger patient (Nt(#37 and #47)). However,

the rate of nolar uprighting r.ras sinilar in atI cases.

This may have been due to effects of the variables of

measured moment of this investigation exceeded the

optinun monents for rnolar uprighting and thusr no

differences in nolar urpighting occurred above this

value (Quinn and Yoshikawa, 1985).

(5) AnchoraS¡e segment novenent was insignificant in this

investigation, indicating that, if the anchorage was

prepared carefully, a stable segnent could be used to

calculate reference axes so that desired tooth

movements could be deternined and unwanted tooth

movements could be nininízed.

age and/or sex and,/or the fact that the lowest

(6) The techníque used in this investigation provided an

adequate nethod of neasuring tooth novenent, nanely

nolar uprighting, in response to known applied force

t17



systems

s inultaneous 1y. The accuracy of this

al-so supported by results from a similar

into three-dinensional assessnent of cusp

(to study translation: Duff, 1987).

al,so neasured in

(7) The capabilities of the nachine used in this

investigation to measure force systems included being

able to vary the centres of resistance of teeth so

that teeth of different dinensions could be analyzed.

Thus, nore conplete knowledge of tooth novement could

be obtained in relation to known force systems

particularly i"n cases, such as nolar uprighting, where

clinical criteria would dictate if movement of the

centre of resistance was required during uprighting.

three dinens ions

technque was

investigation

id retraction

5.2 BEçAUUENDAII9NS UgE EUTUEE EEgE4Eqg

Based on the results of the

recomnendat ions for improvenents to

technique include:

(1) The equipment

systems three

inproved. The

the appl ied

inappropr i at e

used to measure the appl ied force

dimensions simultaneously could be

range of the nachine used to measure

force systens was known to be

present study,

the neasuring

for this investigation

I}B
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magnitudes of the force systems appl ied in the

clinical situations were reratively small compared to
the naximum range of the machine. Thus, a nehr machine

with the appropriate measurenent range could be made.

(2) The apparatus used to measure tooth novement was

accurate but rather slow. use of a measuring

apparatus ( i. e. Reflex Micrometrograph) which would

allow points to be digitized, allow easier duplication
of subsequent cast positions to the calculated
reference a:<es and allow distances to be calculated
from the digitized points wourd be of great benefit to
this aspect of the technigue.

some of the research into tooth movernent that would help
quantify the effectiveness of orthodontic mechanotherapy

are:

( a ) shorter t ine intervals could be used to ,oore

compì.etely record tooth novenent and force and noment

changes. Different appliances for moLar uprighting
could be studied using different wire types,
diameters etc.

(b) Greater variations in the applied uprighting moments

could be invest igated in order to deterrnine the

influence of magnitude of appried force systens on

rate of tooth movenent and pain response.

tt9



(c) Expanding the data base by increasing the nunber of
patients so that ¡¡ore inforuation regarding tooth
movenent in response to known appl ied force systems

could be nade. The influence of variables such as

age, racer pêriodontal health etc. might then be

deternined.

rnvest igat ions such as this r orì tooth movement

response to known applied force systens neasured in three
dinensions ¡ rnight be co¡nbined with biological
investigations of the response of the periodontaÌ liganent
to various force systems.
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APPENDIX A

LOOP DUPIICATION STUDY



uprighting loops, orìe for producing tooth üovement, the

other for an l! ylllg determination of the force systens

applied, were required for each phase or treatnent.

Clearly this nethod of assessing the À! liyg force systern

depended on producing two virtually identical appliances.

As indicated in chapter 3,2.5, two identical

APPBI{DÏX A

IOOP DUPTICATION SÎUDY

It was,

accuracy of replication of appliances nade by the author

was adequate for this purpose.

therefore, necessary to determine that the

A. r u¿IE8IAlg ôSD SEIgg!Þ

The two types of ì.oops that idere used in the

cI inical experiment to upright moLars were tested, the

Burstone Uprighting Spring (BUS) and the T-1oop.

Ten of each of these loops were bent to a tenplate

in order to make each J-oop as sinil,ar in forn as possible.

Again, the same wire as used in the actual cl inical

settings rdas used in this investigation, 0.457 millimeter

(0.0f8 inch) square stainless steel wire (Ornco) .

so

Each loop was then mounted in the measuring nachine

that the forces and noments measured at identical

r32



act ivat ions could be compared. The gantry used for
hording and activating the loops and for the individual

activations in this investigation Ídas a modification of a

system previously used by Levine ( lgBS ) .

The loops were placed in the centre of the two -!l
y_f !I9 teeth ( ie. the molar to be uprighted and the

bicuspid "tooth" ) . The ends of the loops were held

rigidly i¡r this activation assenbly. This elininated any

variations in measured force systens due to friction,
Ì igat ion, etc. and therefore r âDy variat ion in neasured

force systems would be due to variations in the Ioop.

only the primary f orces, mesio-distalì.y directed
forces and moments, the uprighting moment about the bucco-

ì-ingual (or ttztt axis) will be reported here as these are

the most inportant for molar uprighting. The activations
in al L direct ions r.rere control led f rom the Hewlett-
Packard cornput er .

desired activations to be entered. continuous nonitoring
during the actual activations via the Hewlett-packard

computer ensured that the desired activation was achieved.

Fron the data acquired, forces and monents derivered
by each appl iance for the respect ive act ivat ions were

carculated and stored in digital forn on nagnetic tape.

This data was then transferred into the r.B.M. conputer

The conputer program allowed the
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where it
shows the

act ivat ion

uprighting

di fference

tdaa etored on floppy

activations used

sequences for the

spring had to be

in stiffness of these

disce.

for these

T-loop and

di fferent
two loops.

BUS 1

2
3
4
5

ACT I VAT IOI\
NUMBER

nes i o-
distal

rct ivat ions
(nn)

Table A-I

I oops .

ÎABTB å-T

the, Burstone

due to the

T- Loop

The

nolar
uprighting
act ivat ions
( degrees )

T

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

t0

0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.5
-1.5

0.0
0.0
0.0

-1.5
-1.5
-1.5
-I.5
-3.0
-3. 0

-3"0

0.0
t5.0
30. 0
0.0

t5.0

bucco-
I ingual

act ivat ions
(nn )

A.2 EESS!3Ë 4&Ð

The dat,a for

0.0
I5.0
30. 0
0.0

15.0
30. 0
0.0
0.0

t5.0
30"0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ÐTEggEgT9&

the respective activatione
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0.0
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and the T-loop are graphed in figures A-r, A-2, Á.-3 and A-

4.

The variation in neasured forces and mornents for
each of these primary activations of nesio-distal force
and uprighting monents generarry were within a +/- z0%

range. This neant that the Ioops couLd be drplicated to
within a +/- 20% accuracy. There were less variations
measured in the ten T-Loops than in the BUS Ioops. This
variation could be due to differences in stiffness of the
appl iances. A st iffer appl iance wourd produce more errors
in applied force systems because the variation between

degrees of activation is greater.

There was more variation in the secondary forces and

moments neasured when each loop was compared in this
invest igation.

A.3 CONCTUSIONS

This investigation showed that the forces and monents

del ivered by loops bent to tenprates were sufficient ry
sinilar especial 1y when cornpared to the great variation
evident in the orthodontic Iiterature ( from 64 to r5I5
grams). therefore, loops bent to a tenprate could be used

interchangeably for situations requiring both linear and

rotational activations Thus, when a Burstone uprighting
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õpring or T-loop was placed into a patient to deliver the

necessary force systen, a dupl icate loop bent to a

tenplate and activated in a siniLar nanner coul.d be

expected to prov ide a s ini Iar force system.

duplicated loop coul.d then be taken to the laboratory to

have its force systen analyzed.

values obtained from activation of this in vitro

appliance, which was the sane as the activation of the rD

yiyg appliance, could then be used to describe the force

systen del ivered by the Miyg apPl i ance.

nanner,

deternined to an accuracy not significant Ly different fron

that expected for other measurements in the tooth novement

study.

the force system for a particular loop could be

The force and moment

This

In this
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APPENDIX B

CAST MBASUREMBNT STUDY



A study was undertaken to deterinine

likely to be introduced by using study casts

for neasuring 1n yiyg tooth position.

APPEHDIX B

CAST MEASUREME}¡T SÎUDY

concerned with the ab

measure the sane point

able to quantify tooth

B. T MATERIALS ^AND METHODS

The investigation was divided into two parts, one to

identify the intraoperator variability and the other to

identify the variabi I ity of using alginate inpression

material and orthodontic plaster as a neans of determining

t ooth pos i t i on chan ges .

ility to accurately

on successive casts i

pos it ion changes .

the errors

as a nediun

is study was

identify and

n order to be

Th

This investigation consisted of repeatably locating a

s ingle point on a naxi I lary study cast ( poured in

orthodontic plaster) nade fron an aì.ginate impression of a

B. I. T ISTB4qEEBAT9B !ôBIÅD¡IITT

plastic master cast. The buccal cusp of the upper left

first bicuspid (#24) was located in the three dimensions

using the neasurement apparatus described in section

t40



3.3.2.

variat

on the

The variation in values obtained indicate the

ion of repeatably and precisely locating this point

cast.

8.t.2
Using

to neasure

than operat

to determi

casts.

TBCENISUE BRROR

alginate inpressions and study casts fron which

tooth position changes introduces errors other

Inpressions for four study casts, using Fast Set

AIginate, were made from the plastic naster cast referred

or errors.

ne the error in taking neasurements using study

to above.

orthodont ic plaster. A tenplate was made to fi t over the

occlusal surfaces of these study casts in order to be able

This investigation was undertaken

to locate the same Iandnark on subsequent casts.

manner, five Landnarks were identified.

These inpressions were then poured in

nes io-buccal cusp t ip of the upper right second molar

(#17), the buccal cusp of the upper right second bicuspid

(#15), the cusp tip of the upper right cuspid (#13), the

buccal cusp of the upper left second bicuspid (#25) and

the nesio-buccal cusp of the upper left second bicuspid

(#27 ) .

.A reference axis was established for each of

These were the

In this

t4t

the



three nutually perpendicular axes as described in section

3.4.2 using the ¡neasurement apparatus described in section

3. 3. 2. Thus, five distances fron the above I isted five

points were nade to the reference axes in the three

dinensions.

Measurements fron the four study casts were compared

ç+ith one another as weI I as being compared with

neasurements nade using these same points on the naster

plastic cast.

8"2 BEgUllg AND DISqUgËIqS

The results for each of

shown beIow.

8.2. T IST84A8EE4T9B Y4BIAÞIIIIT

Table B-1 shows the data and resul-ts obtained in this

investigat i

wi th I ocat

very smal

ni I 1 imeters

Thus, not

accuracy.

I i terature

on. It was found that the error associated

ing the sarne point in all three dinensions was

these investigations are

t.
and depended on the dinension being neasured.

all dinensions produced the sane anount of

this is in accordance with results in the

aÊr reported in sect ion 2. L.

The errors r,rere çqithin +/- 0.04-0.05

r42



TABLE B-I

INTRAOPERATOR VARIABIL I TY

I
?
3
4
5
6
7
B
I

10
11
r2
13
t4
15
16
17
18
19
20
2l
¿. ¿-

23
24
?5
26
27
28
21
30

F,IES I O-
DISTAL

(mm)

56"70
56.60
56.68
5é" 68
56 "72
5,6.62
56" 64
5é, 68
56.70
5ó. é4
56.64
5ó. óB
5é.6ó
5ó. óO
56. ó4
56.6ê
5Ó .72
só. óo
56.64
56.62
sé .62
56.64
s6. ê8
9ó.68
36.62
56.66
5ó" 70
5ó. óO
56.70
56" ó4

57 " (te
57.06
57. r4
57. OB
57"12
57. 10
57"t6
37"16
Í'J7. t?
57. 04
57. O8
37.06
57.06
57" OB
37. t2
57. t4
57. 06
57. 14
57.14
57. OO
57. rO
57. I ¿l

57.11
57.14
57. t2
57.oa
57"t2
57. t4
57"12
57. 1C,

tsucco-
L I hIGUAL

(¡nm)

37 "74
37.68
37"64
37 "74
37 "74
37 "72
37 "62
37.70
37.66
37.64
37. óQ
37.6b
37 .64
37.7A
37 .60
37 "76
37.70
37. óO
J7.66
37.60
37.70
37. ê6
37.64
37.72
37 .64
37.64
37 "70
37.72
37 "70
37 "72

IATTDN

1.43



8.2.2 rEgg&IqgE EE89B

It was found that the standard deviation of the

neasured distances between selected points on each of the

four study casts was equal to or less than 0.10 and shown

in Tab 1e B-2. Again, it was f ound that there rdas

variation in the accuracy of neasurernent depending on the

axes in which the measurenents were taken.

when the measured distances frorn the study casts were

conpared to the sane neasurenents nade on the ptastic

naster cast greater variations in these neasured distances

rdere f ound.

between the master cast and the four study casts was 0.39

ni I Iineters. The average variat ion in ¡leasured distances

between the master cast and four study casts was 0.24

mi I I ineters and though quite sual l, was larger than the

variations between ¡neasured distances for the four study

casts onIy.

The sl ightly greater variat ion between the master

cast and the study casts was to be expected as alginate

nateriar and orthodontic plaster are not the best

reproductive nateriars. However, the variation between

distances on each of the study casts e{as sufficiently

sna11, as shown in Tabre B-2, that conparisons fron study

cast to study cast could be ¡nade with good confidence.

The largest variation in neasured distances
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DIST,ANCES BETWEBN MARKED POINTS AND REFERENCE ÂXIS IN
MESIO-DISTAL DIMENSION (nn) :

TABTE B-2
MBASUREMENT OF TECHNIQUE ERROR

Cast #I
Cast #2
Cast #3
Cas t #4

SD:

AVERAG E

Point Identified
17MB I5B I3B 258 ZTMB

14. 06 3.48 16.42 4. 68 10.54
t4.06 3.42 t6.38 4.78 10.54
L4.ZI 3.44 t6. 49 4. 63 10. 69
14. 12 3. 38 16. 64 4.70 10. 60

0.06 0. r0 0. 10 0.05 0.06

SD FOR DISTANCES IN THE MESIO-DISTAt AXIS = 0.02.

DIST,{NCES BETWEEN MARKED POINTS.AND REFERENCE AXIS TN THE
OcCLUSo-cINcIvAL DIMENSïoN (mn) :

Cast #l-
Cast #2
Cast #3
Cast #4

SD:

AVERAGE

I 7MB
1.50
i.43
1.49
1.43

0. 03

DISTANCES BBTWEEN MARKED POINTS AND REFERENCE AXIS IN THE
BUOCO-tINGUAL DIMENSION (nn) :

Point
L5B
0. 36
0.33
0. 35
0.35

0.01

SD FOR DISTANCES IN THE OCCLUSO_GINGIVAL
0. 02.

THE

Cast #I
Cast #2
Cast #3
Cast #4

Identified
138
1.16
Ì. t.3

Point Identified
ITMB I5B 138 258 27MB

24.42 20 .70 14. 80 27 .r4 32. 80
24.39 20.77 14.77 27.I5 32.79
24.44 20 .78 14. 88 27 .26 32.82
24.42 20.94 14.68 27.L8 32.86

0.02 0. 09 0. 07 0.05 0. 03

Fon DISTANCBS IN THE BUCCO-IINGUAL AXIS = 0.05.

145

SD:

AVERAGE SD

I . t5 0. 35
I.15 0.35

0.01

258
0.36
^ 

.)t

27t48
0.40
0.37
0 .37
0.41

0 .02

AXIS

0.01



The lack of variation between study casts was trore

important than the actual stability of the øaterials used

as the neasurements nade to record changing tooth

positions in the nolar uprighting study were made from

study cast to study cast and not intra-orally to study

cast.

B. 3 CONCTUSTONS

var i ab i I i ty and errors inheren t in

The conbined variation of both intraoperator

neasureüents of changes in tooth position on study casts

was 0.II miILineters for one standard deviation in all

three dinensions.

identified to +/- 0. tl nillineters with a probability of

68% or to +/-

these va

described in

Thus, it was felt that, once a Iandnark eJas transferred to

the casts using the above nentioned tenplate nethod, the

0.22 millimeters with a probability of 96%.

lues conpared very well with the techniques

section 2. I for neasuring tooth positions.

This neant that the points could be

accuracy of locating this landnark rdas very good. In this

wãy, infornation obtained from successive casts using the

sa¡ne landmark, could be used to relate tooth novenent to

applied forces and monents.

Iongitudinal
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APPBNDIX C

DATA T'OR ANCHORAGE STABITITY



This appendix shows the actual values for co¡nparisons

of the distances between each narked po int in the

anchorage segnent to their respective reference axes in

each of the three dimensions for each neasured cast (see

Tabl_es C-Ì, C-2 and C-3). If the anchorage segment was to

be considered relatively stable, only snall variations

in these measured distances from cast to cast could be

accepted.

It nay be seen that the vaLues listed in TabIes C-1'

c-2 and c-3 do not vary greatLy and fall within two

standard deviations as calculated from appendix B. A

range of +/- 0,22 mitlineters could be expected. This

indicated that the teeth in the anchorage segment were

stable relative to one another.

APPBSDTN C

DATA FOR ANCEORAGB STABITITY

superinposed on one another for best fit of the marked

points on the anchor segment and any soft tissue Iandnarks

that could be identified, indicated that the stability of

the entire anchorage segnent was good as well. the

anchorage units did not aPPear to move in any direction

significantly enough to be detected by this technique.

Occlusograns taken of subsequent casts

148
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This provided another check

anchorage segnent.

on the stability of the

r49
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9.70 e.83 9. è9
5. Aø 5.93 5. e3
1.94 l. a9 1.89
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ø.42 ø.37 ø.37
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TABLE C-3
ANCHORAGE DATA FOR PATIENT GH

lø.79 lø.7i lø.aø
lø.33 lø.39 lø.4ø
5.37 5.47 5.54
ø.43 ø.53 ø.5ø
ø.73 ø.75 ø. ó4
t. a9 2.ø5 2.1ø
ô.33 ô.33 ë.32
a.ô7 a.67 a.56
4.79 5. ø3 4.iø
a.87 8.85 9.øø

Ir.2e lr.¡9 ll.lø
4. t7 1.17 4. l8
2.63 2.63 2.66
3. I I 3. l4 3.08
ø.83 ø.67 0.8ø
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2.23 2.2s 2.24
t.57 1.49 1.52
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